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Armagh Tribunal 1980
JUDGES FINDINGS
On April 9th 1980 a tribunal In

dition of women political prisoi

Armagh Gaol, organised by Woir
Imperialism, was held in Belfast.

The panel of judges was as follows:
Marie McMahon, Feminist, Dublin
Pauline Roe, NUS Exec, delegated by NUS
Women's Conference
Paula Skully, Solicitor, Dublin
Nell McCafferty, freelance journalist. Dublin

Pat Arrowsmith, Vanessa Redgrave, Frances
de la Tour, Else Hautz, Amsterdam Women'<
Liberation Group, Therese, MLF Group
Paris.

The Tribunal heard evidence relating to the
legal case for political status, the effect of
its removal on the women political prisoners
on health, sanitary and medical conditions,
on pre and ante natal care, and evidence
relating to physical attacks on women
prisoners by male warders. Both written and
verbal evidence was presented; ex-prisoners
and relatives of prisoners were present and
gave verbal evidence.
Below is the statement of findings presented
by the judges to the final session of the
tribunal:

"Since January 1980 there has been a sharp
escalation of harassment and unprecedented
punishments, delibrate systematic physical
and mental torture meted out to the Women
political prisoners in Armagh Gaol, which

included the curtailment of toilet and
washing facilities"

"While waiting for their dinner in February
7th the women were attacked and brutally
beaten by a squad of approximately 40
male and 20 female warders. They were
denied food and water for 24 hours and
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refused all access to toilet and washing
facilties and forced to use chamber pots
for bodily functions. They were not allowed
to empty their pots in the toilets which
were locked by prison warders. As a result
the women were forced to empty pots from
wmdows."
"On Februray13th the women were moved
to A' Wing, deprived of all their personal
belongmgs, and since that time it has been
impossible for the women to wash and keep
themselves clean. Tissues sent into the
prisoners by their families were not accepted
and sent out again by the prison authorities'
"As a result of this degradation, the women
prisoners decided to protest through re-
fusing all co-operation with the prison
authorities until the privileges due to
political prisoners were granted.

"

"In the six weeks following, the protesting
prisoners have been locked in their cells 23
hours a day and the cell windows have been
boarded up. Consequently, the women
were obliged to spread the contents of their
charriber pots on the walls in order to avoid
sitting and lying in their own excreta"
"A particularly cruel form of suffering has
been imposed on these women. During
menstruation insufficient numbers of
sanitary towels have been provided and the
women have been forced to leave used
towels on the floor.

"

"From the wide body of evidence presented
to us by the mothers and fathers of the your
young girls who have been in Armagh Prison
over the last few years, the tribunal is con-
vinced that the doctors responsible for
medical care have been criminally abusing
their prefession through continously deny-
ing ill and pregnant women medical attent-
ion for both minor and extremely serious
aliemen ts.

"

"Among these is a young girl, Pauline
McLaughlin, who has lost 3% stone in

continued on next page

The stopping of uranium exploration and
eventual mining in Ireland is now taking
new and many turns. The past 6 or 7 mon-
ths have been spent trying to get across the
message about uranium—its dangers, nuc-
lear connections, and rip-offs by the mining
companies in THEIR interests alone.
Such education has been most successful

in Donegal, where the task ofmaking min-
ing 'unprofitable' for the mining companies
the government, the EEC, is well under way.
People in Donegal have never felt a close

affinity with the central government in
Dublin, and what they dictate to them. Don-
gal in the 20th. century is one long story of
local people being ripped-off,cut off, and
abused....that's why they are reacting so
strongly to the latest and potentially most
dangerous rip-off While central government
ignores the potentials of fishing, turf, etc.,

yet subsidises the mining companies in their
search for uranium, the feeling is clearly-
NO WA YH
The feeling is strong throughout the county
and explains why local villagers have moved
on the drillers from about their homeSrfas

I

has happened a few times this month in the
Gweebarra valley area); why local profession
als have formed themselves into committees;
why hundreds of people have been on the
march (Lettermacaward, March 30th.}; and
why the machinery and offices of Irish Base
Metals and Munster Base Metals have been
sabotaged.

The mining companies have said nothing
throughout,.... they see propaganda as a prob
lem for central government and the local
gardai.But the meetings, the marches, the
sabotage,—the whole feeling of the area is

so against them, that they are being forced
to act, if they want to continue their ex-
ploration work. They have ignored the peop-
le and are only now beginning to realise their
blunder. So now the state rushes
in with a new propaganda drive...the Nuclear
Energy Board has been ordered to put 'the
govt. case'. Fortunately it's too little,too

late-but it'll be interesting to see how it goes
THERE WILL BE NO URANIUM MINING
IN DONEGAL! The future, however, must
include useful and creative employment, if
'no uranium mining' is to have any positive
meaning at all.

OVER-EXPOSURE OF UNDERTONES
The Undertones have just released their sec-
ond LP which is iikeiy to go straight into
the charts, no doubt to achieve similar succ-
ess as Stiff Little Fingers.

In the last issue of our paper we exposed :m
the Stiffs for what they were, sel {-out

hypocritical posers. However the $

Undertones haven't consiousTy sold out bi|p
are more the victims of the music bus-
iness.

The Undertones were initially given the of»t
ortunity to make their first single b\ Good
Vibrations. Good Vibes were following m
the growing trend of setting up a small
independant record label. On ashoe-sirmg
budget they hoped to give as many local
groups as possible-the opportunitv to ^^ak?
a record. The major record companies
would only give you a recording con^-act ff
they decided your music was for 'mass
consumption' That's if the company ever
got round to ever listening to vo-ur demo
which was competing with thousands ot
otf others.

The Undertones made and released their JEP-

oo th«! Goo<J Vibes iatel. It pron»fce<i



Armagh Prison continued from previous page,

weight,*is vomiting continually, and cannot

eat the food provided"

"Another, n^aria McClenaghan, has a burst

duodenal ulcer and also is denied a special

diet Pregnant women are denied of ante

natal care and deprived of access to their

children when born"

"Under these conditions these women are

ifnmediateiy susceptible to a variety of

inwttal infections sudi as i

, conditions which can result in premanent

sterility and even death"

"This cruel and inhuman treatment is being

meted out to women who are merely

seeking the right of political status that has

been previously been granted"to women nov\i

incarcerated in another wing of the same

"We the tribunal are unanimously^^fki'

arity with the demands that the wome n

in AmufBh, and their brothers in the

Kesh, who have been convicted by no jury

courts on alleged offences, scheduled as

political by the Emergency Provisions Act

1978, be given political status and that all

political prisoners be immediately released ^
from prison" W
"We are unanimousiy in solidarity with U
^ira>nd/?umisstnjgg/ejpfreeireian<i^ Briti^imperialiar^ki^ S
British Government guilty of torture and <
criminal oppression against the Irish people. %

Alongside the British military boot, we all have to contend with their economic boot

which is currently jumping up and down on top of us. In Febraary, Reg Prentice, Min.

of State for Social Security, announced the appointment of 1000 new officers to^taclcle

fraud and abuse...he predicted they wouMW £50m. of the £200m. to be Iwf owr

the coming yeat A few queries...where do the figures come from? and what will the new

officers really be doing?

It seems that the DHSS officials worked on the basis that just as large department stores lose betweer

1% and 2% to theft, so the DHSS must lose likewise. 1% of DHSS turnover is £190m., and when round-

ed up, it becomes £200m. The last figures given were in March 1979, when 'irrecoverable' overpaymen

t through fraud was £3;9m.—and guess what— during the same period bureaucratic errors amounted

to £13:2mJ (puts things in perspective, doesn't it?)

At present the fraud detection hot squad (special investigators) save three times therr cost..or so Prent

ice says. £3m. on special investigators will save £9m., he claims. But these new officers will not nec-

essarily be 'special investigators' 500 of them are going to be 'Unemployment Review Of ficers'

whose job it is to stop the long-termed unemployed from claiming. They can cut benefit or stop it al-

together if they consider 'claimants fail, without justification, to find work'. They can initiate prosec-

utions for 'failure to maintain oneself or ones dependents'. ...usually the threat is enough to get claim-

ants off their books. The DHSS do not give figures for UNDERPAYMENT...the Child Poverty Action

Group estimate it at £344m. per year!!!
. ^, „ ,

•

The next biggest increase in personnel are to be found in the new fraud officers and Liable Relative

Officers,170 of each. The LRO job is quite simply to get hold of people (usually deserting fathers) who

are considered to be responsible for dependents relatives that are receiving benefits, and extort money

from them. Women are usually put under a lot of pressure to make statements etc.... to help prosecute

the deserters (who have no money) to get them to pay the benefits rather than the SS. Yet again, there

is no fraud involved. The other new staff are fraud officers and 100 special investigators. These are the

ones who rise with the dawn to sit outside the homes of women claimants to spot any men coming out

As far as the DHSS is concerned, a woman who has a man to stay for more than 3 days is 'living with

There are some interesting comparisons...tax fraud, for instance„is in excess of £3000m. a year. The

DHSS has over 5,500 officers engaged in fraud and abuse investigations, while the inland revenue have

260 officers. And of these, just 10 are enquiry officers (special investigators) to cover the whole count

ry. Last year the DHSS prosecuted 29,000 people(with a 98% conviction rate)...the Inland Revenue

prosecuted 184 people. With unemployment here being so high, we can expect more than our fair

share of state snoopers!

The Electricity Service has acquired some new 'special investigators' as weU...the British

Army....The brits have been involved in a number-of incidents of turning electric supplies

off on behalf of the Electric Board in W.BelfastI

HANDS ACROSS THE WATER

A member of the B.A.C. was recently invited by

the Midlands Anarchist Federation to show video

programmes on repression in N'.ireland at 3 venues.

These videos are mainly interviews with people

who have been tortured, been through Dipiock

Courts, who have been in the H-Blocks or Armagh
Prison. * T
In Birmingham a lively discussion between anar- -a^

^
chists, republicans, and marxiststook place, with ^ S u
a critique of the latter two's statism and national ig- 5
ism. But just as important is that such a critique

\ ^ ^
has caused most of the anarchists and libertarians •

in England to avoid doing anything about the *
J

British governments repression in N. Ireland. It was v ? g
soon realised that you don't have to support re- g 2

publicanism or the vagueness of the Troops out b J
movements' 'self-determination for the Irish peop- ^
le' (Irish priests and capitalists?) to expose the

repressive and reactionary role of the British state

presence here.
.

The nature of political status also makes many
anarchists hesitate, because of their defence of \

all prisoners struggles, and the eventual abolition Ll

of all prisons. But weighed against this are the no- ^
jury courts and the systematic torture used to get

confessions.

Leicester anarchists are already active in prison

pickets {along with their other prison work) and

anti-recruitment work. The showing of the videos

in the cbtnmunity centre there wes not followed

by a discussion after the BAG statement was read

out....because everyone agreed I and proved =

7^

i

i
s read r\
it again ^

! cost Vywith a good financial collection towards the

of the tapes.

In Nottingham the diwussion was mainly on how
to get aocroa* information on whets happening in

N I relacMl to most English people whose view is ^
distorted. The Anarchists argued strongly against

persuading the Labour Party to do anything, but

instead advocated direct communication with

people in the town via leaflets at army recruitment

stalls. The Midlands ^edei«iOirwilRiop9<titty-

encourage and oorordinate more recrurtment

against the trobpiprttMinoer lien, aiid thfei condition

in H-BlockandAi*riaol».
-'

' ^

TC—Top Control
Our society operates from the top down

it's not an unbreakable law of nature, but

rather it's what happens when a few men

own and control the means of our existence.

And we, in turn, mirror their hierarchial

ctnictures. The few develop their own agen*

cies and structures to stay on top, directing

the future paths.....and always at our expense

andm our backs. At the very top of that

muetuieU the TRI LATERAL
COMMISSION

But first, a bit of history.

—

Followii^ World War 2, the US were clearly

the leading Western economic country, with

V4 of the world's imports and exports. Every

place else was in a strict pecking order, with

aU international trade legulated to the

interests of US capitaUstB throngh the IMF,

World Bank, and variotis international trade

regulations. Others benefited accordingly

in the trade boom of 1945-1971, especially

W.Europe, Japan, and those countries integ-

rated into this system by US coital and

US arms--Iran, Braal, S.Koiea, Mexico.

Things went weU for US toduattlaHsts and
bankers, though as the world market declin-

ed (US consumption levels were neither

wanted nor possible everywhere, and W.Eur-

opean/Japanese competition increased)

,

American capitalists started to suffer.

Nixon's devaluation of the dollar in 1971

signalled their big trouble, and the world

economic order with US capital firmly in

control was starting to crumble. The Tri-

Lateral Commission (composed of leading

industrialists, bankers, top politicans, diplo-

mats, selected 'academics', journalists,and

top union bosses from US, W.Europe, and

Japan ) is their answer to their problem.

'the Tri-Lateral Commission (TC) was

world's leading industrialist and banker-

David Rockerfeller- whose interests include

every dirty deal imaginable in oil, industry,

banking, and third world investment. The
TC was a recognition by US capitalists that

if they were to continue to pollute and con-

trol the rest of us, then the leading indust-

rialists and politicans of W.Europe and Japar

would have to get in on the act too.

The first meeting of the TC in 1972 was

at Rockerfellers mansion near New York,

and one of the co-founders of the scheme
was an unknown academic of russian studies

Z.Brzezinski~who just a few years later was

to become US National Security Adviser.

The new world government was bom, and

another unknown who was asked to join

was J.Carter, who soon made it to the top!

Such was the procedure throughout the

US, WtEurope, and Ji^an—it was the big

capitalist school for deciding WHO w^as to

be in power, and what policies to be follow-

ed....whether it be oil, nuclear power,

finance, arms, detente-THEY decide OUR
futures!!

The TC meets from time to time to review

past strategies and keep themselves firmly

in control in the future...their last meeting

was at the Institute of Directors, London,

this March 23-25. It got little press coverage

all discussions secret, but the guest list

included leading US, W. European and

Japanese bakers, industrialists and future

politicians including Kissinger, Coca Cola,

Fiat, Dunlop, GEC, Barclays, RTZ and
Garret Fit2^erald! Many of its members

development. When the TC steers members

to positions of power, they become ex-

members like British Foreign Secretary

Carrington, US President Carter and even

Mchael O'Kennedy! The new worid tech-

nocratic govt, exists, and we didn't even,

know they were having a meeting.

This month, a counterpart of the TC- the

BILDERBERG GROUP...it has its annual

meeting soon...April 18-20th. at Aachen

near Bonn. Although the Bilderbei^ Group

was or^inally set up in the 1950's, it now
works closely with the TC, and likewise is

composed of leading Western bosses and

controllers including D.Rockerfeller. Its

members have included Heath, Wilson, Call-

aghan, Thatcher, Powell, Dunlop, ICI, BP,

Ford, Kissinger, Carter, D'Estaing, Schmidt,

Carrington, and K.Joseph. Little is known

about April's guest-list, though Lord Home
is to step down from the chair to be replacec

by Scheel, the W.German ex-President. It

will no doubt discuss ways of implementing

the decisions made by the TC in March...and

once again we must wait for the effects, as

their secrecy is maintained.

This we do know.. .they are the ones behin

d the rip-offs and starvation in the third

world, behind world development of nudeai
energy, and the arms industry, behind wodd
food shortages and junk food, and bebtod
much of our daily plastic-life. And we are

the ones they depend on...duptog us tato

believing that what's good for them^
benefit us!!

IRISH MEMBERS OF THE TC.IMay 1979. ^

Michael Killen-Managing Director of the

Industrial Development Authority.

Richard Conroy-Irish Senate.

Garret Fitzgeiald^Ftoe Gael
Mary Robinsott-Msh SeniAe.

Myles StauntaA-bish Senate.

Kenneth Whitaker-Senate, and former

govenor of the Bank of Ireland.

MBchael Woodfr-T.D.
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Abortion has ooins into tlie limeliglit

in lyiortliem Ireland with the recent

defeat of the Corrie bill and the announ-

cement by the BaKwt Wonpm UiW;)$nd

Reseaisl^lStoup thpftlli^^iMtilng
up an iinoiFficial committm ofInquiry

into womens feelings and experiences on

abortion. Together with contraception,

free, safe abortion on demand gives

womoB the choice of planning ttoir

faroiiies, bow many oMIdreirlhihrmnt,
«vhether they want to have children at all.

DO WE EVEN WANT THE 1967
ABORTIONACT?

The law in Britain is a much more

humane one than here, where the max-

imum penalty for procuring or helping

to procure an abortion is life imprison-

ment, but it does have a lot of drawbacks.

Over half the abortions performed are in

private clinics where women have to pay

upwards to £100, even though they are

entitled to one free on the National

Health Service. Abortions are an exception

on the NHS because the 1967 Act did not

guarantee that abortion facilities would be

set up. It merely gave a freedom in law

for the medical profession to choose

whether they wanted to perfom abortions

or not.

This has led to differences in the regional

areas of Britain, Birmingham being a well

quoted example. Because of the infiuenoe

of SPUC, it is almost impossible to get

an abortion in one major hospital in

Birmingham only 2 abortions were carried

out on the NHS in one year. With the

political opposition here, the Church, and

the badcward views held in society where

woiTv^n an? concerned, jt is conceivable

that mOTy<p»^o#No^m Ipland would

"Be lilceBirniingnam.^and^tharif extended,

the 1967 Act would do nothing more for

women than save them the cost of the boat

fare to England. Under the 1967 Act a

woman still has to go and ask two doctors

for an abortion. It is not like any other

medical procedure. The onus is on the

doctor to interpret the law. Is this a 'grave'

and'serious' case sitting in the chair

opposite him? Does he agree with abortion

anyway? Many women cannot go and ask

their doctor for contraception, how much
more difficult to ask for an abortion

DAY CARE ABORTION CLINICS

if abortion was legalised in the North, the

National Health Service would not be able

to meet the demand (over 2,000 women
go to England each year for an abortion),

for an increase in facilities. Even if they

wanted to expand the continuing cuts in

public spending would prevent them.

Hospitals are impersonal places anyway, as

many women who have had hospital births

will testify. Power, mystification and male

bias is wrapped up in a white coat with all

the possible medical answers for doing it

their way, an experience quite devastating

even to those women who feel they know
something about childbirth, the drugs on

offer and the medical professions attitude

to women. Would it be any different with

aijortion? Not so long ago in London, in

a Catholic hospital, women who had had

abortions were put in the same ward as

women who had lost their babies as a matter

of policy and looked upon as wicked, an

extreme no doubt, but those opposed to

aisortion can express hostility to the patient

in many other ways.

Some of our communities already have

Jh^lth centres incorporating half a dozen

^GPs, family planning services and

community nurses and midwives. It is

possible that these could be expanded to

include a day care abortion clinic too.

Abortions carried out by vacuum aspir-

ation under 10 weeks are not a medical

problem. It is straightforward and one of the

safest surgical procedures known (safer

than having your tonsills out). Abortion

takes 10 minutes and is done under local

or general anaesthetic and the woman can

generally go home the same day. Given

that there was hospital back up for

unexpected complications abortion done

this way is less traumatic for the woman
who would have to wait weeks for a

hospital bed., it is also considerably

cheaper than admitting a woman as an in

patient in a hospital. There are other

advantages too, community nurses would

be able to give supportive after care service,

contraceptive advice and examinations and

some level of specialisation would mean the

service would be'more efficient than

annexing abortidns onio the gynaecology

ward of a large hospital. The idea of

community day care abortion makes it

possible for nurses to have a more varied

work life-doing abortion after abortion

in a clinic, like any repetitive job, becomes
psychologically draining.

THE CUTS

In any area where the Government wants

to economise you can-be certain that

services for women will be in the front line.

Health is no exception. Women deciding

to go ahead with their pregnancies are

finding that maternity service?, particulary

in country districts are being cut and

centralised into larger hospitals in the town,

often miles away from where they live.

Women who don't go to England, because

of lack of knowledge or money, and who
go to the backstreet abortionist in desper-

ation with all the added risks and possible

death, are seeing money spent on
emergency and casualty departments

being cut. ^
.

"

WHAT CHOICE, ABORTION?

To be able to choose atx>rtion is meaning-

less if there are no adequate facilities

provided free. Abortion as a choice has to

be in the context of good community
childcare — day care nurseries, playgroups,

criches, after school hours centres for

older children, so that a woman has a

real choice whther or not to have the child.

For better dessemination of knowledge on
contraception, sex and childbirth especially

to schoolchildren, and even then when a

woman decides tio lo ihl»ad and have the

child, she has to struggle witl| the

prospect of unemployment dr^w wagt^
In this social context, abortion is-not a

choice, it is a necessity.

IDEALLY. ^

W\mm TC GET I MU&T ANSWER TO GET AN

I abortion:

(casHorCHARSE?
)

I

It would be great to see the development

of womens self help clinics, to advise and

help women to become strong and well,

to dispel the ignorance women have of their

own bodies and the awe in which they view

the medical profession. With only the

beginnings of a womens movement in

Ireland and such views held in society that

abortion is an imperialist plot to control

the Catholic population, this seems light

years away. Any legislation pasted in the

future on abortion in Northem Ireland,

will mean the same economic exploitation

of womens bodies and the same passive roles

of women having abortions. It will still

be the poor women who can't get an

abortion easily, who didn't get contracept-

ive advice and supplies, who is still

struggling to feed and clothe her children

adequately.

The RUC are annoyed, the press are con-

fused, and the rule is proved by the except-

ion. Edward Brophy, tho' facing 4 years

for membership of tlie provos, was last

week aequittd of tin La Mon Bombing.

His

amount
for 3 reasons ' tlie

of press attoirtioii, tN enormity of

the charoes against him, and the fisct that

he got off!

How many men in Long Kesh and women
in Armagh have gone through the same
experiences as Brophy, both at the hands of

the RUC and the no jury, no evidence

courts? [

The RUC are annoyed not only because

they didn't "get their man" but the way
the case was highlighted has proved em-

barassing for them (If the RUC can be

embarassed given the Amnesty Intemational

and Bennett reports)

The press are confused because they can't

draw the obvious conclusions, but instead

like the laborious liberal Guardian, suggest

that while the case can be used as propag-

anda against the RUC, it can be also

evidence of the fairness of the Dipiock

Courts (note that its not "evidence" against

the RUC, and propaganda for the Dipiock

Courts)

Justice Kelly must be glad of the RUCs
occasional incompetence (at framing people]

which allows him to acquit the odd case (as

he had to do 2 years ago with Billy Forbes

of Strabane) These overshadow the .

hundreds of cases where he's sent hundiedi

of people down, and would you believe it

shows how fair he is!

Footnote: The"Economist" claims that

there are no juries in N. Ireland because

nobody will sit on themi! Of course its

nothina to do vrith thek inability to convict

as quicK and as often as judges.

cm SFeCIAL OPBEa"... ^.wiub.
Following the.growing trend of lefties keeping
their politics seperetB from thair work i.e. Tariq
All writing for the right wing Daily Tslegraph,
Paul Foot's column in ths Daily Star and Venena

grown variety. Eamonn tMeCann, tha well icnown
Derry Marxist and TV hack is sub-editor of the
Sunday World which surely must take the buscuit

as the most trivial, shoch horror probe, red under
the bed sexist Sunday paper in Ireland.



fromNAMIBIAtoBELFAS3L
Sitting in Belfast, ifs very difficult to

beyond the purely physical aspects of im-

perialbm...troops, guns, prisons but
tiiere is much more to it than that. It's not
just getting rid of one form of capitalist

government—it goes deeper and ultimeately

MUST involve changing our whole way of
lifel It must mean the END of the multi-

pational destruction of the resources of this

9nd other countries in the interests of West-

em plastic consumerism and profit.

On» such struggle is going on in NAMIBIA.
During the 17th. ,18th. and 19th. centuries.

Southern Africa was just another playground for

British colonial control—replacing local ways and
cultures in the service of the few sitting at home,
in 1890 Britain 'gave' Namibia to friendly imper-
ielittt Qermany,who,in turn, slaughtered any local

resistance to control the agricultural land and the
mines. Riches for the few, servitude for the many
(capitalism) was well on its way.
Following the division of the spoils after World

War1,S.Africa(with British 'aid') took control of
Namibia and a new era was born. The state and
employers reguiatad all iabour,forcing small farm-
ers off the land Into the lead,zinc,and diamond
mines—into the service of the Western capitalists

greed for minerals. No unions,no strikes.and barb-
ed wire compounds as part of their 'contract'. The
riches of Namibia became vital for the apartheid
economy of S.Africa.

A new turn of events came with the shake-ups
following World War 2...the United Nations were
given trusteeship of Namibia, to work towards its

independence. But Namibian diamonds,tin,copper
fish,and cattle were too important to S.Africa who
imposed a form of direct rule. They destroyed all

forms of labour organisation, shooting resisters,

and intensifying mining—particularly with the
$.African governments open invitation to inter-

national monoplies to come in and share the spoils

T7i9 Downtown Radio Phone In programme
is usuaily low key, unprovocative andgen-

erally slow to upset the commercial interests

which own and advertise in it.

On one programme they choose as their

debate - abortion. In keeping with their

concept of balance, they had 3 pro and
3 anti-abortion on the panel, and though
most of the phone in calls expressed anti-

abortion views, the Belfast Womens Coll-

ective made sure of making up for that in

time. (A little note here is the delay of
9bout lOsBconds^when you phone them
until they broadcast, to enable censorship

if necessary)

Their concept of fairness is to ignore present

realities in N. Ireland and you would need
100 panelists, each arguing % hour each

week in favour of abortion, to compensate
for the air time given to religious, commer-
a'al and state ideology which has most of us
accepting that a women's role is to sexually

please men, and take the consequences.

Just listen to the adverts; and the hypocrit-

ical arguments for the "right to life" from
those who promote the religious StrangI-

ation of young sexuality, and ignore or

defend British Army repression in the North.

Well its women who get pregnant, and its

them to decide if they want to go through

with 9 months pregnancy and the exper-

ience of childbirth, to bring an unwanted
child into the world. Its not for male doctors

politicians or priests to decide. The right

of women to have control over their bodies

is fundamental. The foetus «r apart of thefr

body, a living part, but not an independant
human ex«tano9.

Namibia's dependence on S.Africa and the multi-

nationals got worse, with industry restricted to
commodities for export and'no local, manufactur-
ing industryjeyelopii^. A straight fonward dom-
ination andelnlditatlon of the land and the people
by the S.African ruling elite, by multi-nationals,
with the guarantee of low taxes and ease of getting
profits out of the country.
Such repression means resistance, and its organ-

ised form became SWAPO (S. West African Peoples
Organisation) which emerged in the 50's, armed
struggle in the 60's, and by the 70's SWAPO were
emphasising not just a national resistance, but a
class struggle as well. (It remains to be seen wheth-
er they replace the exploiters with local bureaucr-

'

ats, technocrats, and state-capitalists!). SWAPO
activities forced the United Nations to declare
S.African interests and control of Namibia as

illegal, and the UN Security Council is slowly neg-
otiating a S.African withdrawal which they hope

.

will leave multi-national capKal firmly in control*
But it's taking a long time for the world super-
government to get S.Africa out of Namibia, since

declaring their occupation to be illegal in 1971...

WHY?
Apart from the fact that the UN Security Council
is formed of those countries most active in ex-

ploiting the resources of Namibia (US. Germany,
Britain, Canada.and France), one thing above all

else keeps them there—URANIUM.
Just about the same time that the UN Security

Council said Namibia was to become independent.
Western nuclear development needed increasing

amounts of uranium. And Namibia has plenty of
it. The huge ROSSING uranium mine started

production in 1976~capital intensive open-cast
mining. Although the ore grades are very low, it

is very profitable because of the incentives offered
by S.Africa. The 'big 5' say on the one hand that

S.A. occupation is illegal and they should get out,
and on the other hand they are financing and ben-
efiting from that occupation.
Rossing is managed by Rio Tinto Zinc (Britain),

though France, S.Africa, and the US also have a
stake. Britain has a 6-year contract(signed by T.

Benn..1976-1982..) to purchase 7500 tons of
uranium oxide, some of it fqr its civil- programme
and the rest for military use. S.Africa, with nuclear
partners Israel and W.Giermany, rely on Namibian
uranium for their military nuclear programmes.
W.Germany does very well by supplying much of
the mining machinery. France is building S.Africa
a nuclear plant at Cape Town, and even the Soviet
Union get in on the act...by enriching the Rossing
uranium for Iran and W.GermanyllAMAZING.
No wonder the UN Security Council is remarkab-

ly slow at trying to get S.Africa out of Namibia,
and no wonder the governments of Britain, France,
W.Germany, and N.America remain quiet....the

Rossing mine won't last for ever, and clearly the
plunder of the nuclear fuel is more important than
the people of Namibia who are suffering and dying
The mining companies in Namibia are the mining

companies in lreland-~R.T.Z., Minatome, Amax—
They are in Namibia, they are here. The same share
holders, the same mentality, the same machinery.
Fighting imperialism in ail its many forms must
include a new way of developing our resources,
a new style of living, and not just swapping
governments!

The S.African and multi-national choice for govt,

in Namibia (i.e. one that won't hinder their comm-
ercial interests in any way) is the obscure and un-
known DTA party led by Dirk Mudge. It will be
interesting to see how such powerful backings
will enable them to 'grow' .in the coming yearl

The thing about the 'cuts-day-of-action-march-

rally' at the City Hall (April 2nd.) was how much
of a drag the whole thing was. And not because
so few made the journey. NO'spTrit of resistence

will ever come from standing around in silence

listening to boring male bureaucrats drone on
about how their members suffer, or being asked

to buy Militant half a dozen times by people who
can't smile! A long, long way from the feelings of

solidarity, strength, and energy that can only
come without parasites planning a show for spect-

ators. Another spectacle is planned for May 1st,

and again on May 14th.

If the creativity of SELF-ORGANISATION
were to be wrested from the trade union bureauc-
rats , that is the start of being effective, rather

than symbolic. Demonstrations DON'.T have to be
like funerals, women and children DON'T have to

stay at home...though some women have been
arguing for years just to get a womens banner in

the annual May-Day march...my, how the male
hierarchy feels threatened 1

1

It's all a far cry from what is possible..take the
CNT in Spain. ..an anarchist trade union organised
without leaders by and for the workers
(all 250,000 of them!) everyone can have their

say, everyone does, AND STILL BE EFFECTIVE.
Perhaps it's time to reply to government cuts with
a few cuts of our own. .like our T.U. leaders....

ALL LEADERS!!

Undertones continued from front cover
by Good Vibes as best as they could. John
Pfeele, sympathetic to Ulster bands, con-

stistently played it and Kid Jensen decided

to make it his 'Record of the Week' Thus
ensuring regular air-play and almost guar-

anteeing that it would become a hit.

But big problems for good vibes! They had
only enough money to press a couple of

thousand records. They would need a lot

more pressed to meet the expected demand.
And even if they did have the money to

press more records how would they get

the records distributed' to all the record

shops axov^lSS^^S3^vSSStnSSSr^
companies were abfe to have counby-wide
distribution. A real headache for the small
Good Vibes label.

Sniffmg out a good deal when they smell one
in jets lipsmackin' aise lickin' smooth .

talkin' quick dealin' rip-offm' Sire Records -

They quickly put together a recordii^ con-
tract guaranteang the ^up enough money
to live on while nuking ftirth^erteecadir

for the Sire label and took control of their

hit EP Teenage Kicks'* xeleasiiig it on their

own label
'

Good Vibes had no altemattie but to let

the group sign on with Sire and felt that

maybe their only role was through making
records to gain recognition by the major
record companies.

Very altruistic of them, but all that leaves

Good Vibes with is a couple of quid comp-
panies like Sire give them for the privilege

while they exploit the best of the Good
Vibes label and go on to make thousands.

No wonder Good Vibes have no money to

get out their back log of recording tapes.

Could anything have been done, was there

any escape out of the dilema?

Perhaps the Undertones could have signed

to make only one LP with Sire and then

made the next on the Good Vibes labeL No
doubt through the success of their first

album enough money could have been
raised to produce and promote their next!

This would have contributed towards a
local successful record label promoting
an alternative culture and further giving

local bands the opportunity to make
records.

Maybe they could make a bootleg record

for Good Vibes to help their ailing finances

or at least o|%anise a benefit gig?

i mof^H. %f*ntuf> bsfm *^
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Too much time is spent 'at work' doing
things we just don't want to do... of that
there is nd doubf. But often it's the only
way to make ends meet, or the result of
hassles from the dole, or a work ethic

cleverly disguised and fed to us since ch-

ildhood by church and state.

Work is not our decision, under our co-
ntrol—it's a slot we are 'lucky' to find be-
cause of the beneficence of those who
own, control, and make the decisions.
Our whole system, our whole economy
revolves mainly around USELESS work
...work that has no real meaning for tho-
se that do it, that produces nothing that
we and our friends either need or usel
Not all work of course-some of it is ess-

ential, some is needed,
but in most cases it's stillworking Under
the direction of others, and not for our-
selves and our communities. It's Will the*-
manufacture of products which pass al-

ong the conveyor belt to be retailed by
the advertising industry. It's still prod-
uction for profit not need, it's still a dull^
alienating task. ^
So what is useless work? All those bur-

eaucrats who revel in mystifying form-
filling are the most obvious as our society
becomes more and more under state con-
trol (as opposed to the individual emfHjoy-
er).A whole new strata of useless, j
wasting bureaucrats in a multitude of go- M
vernment agencies trying to justify ti«^r M
existence.. .the robots responsible for t^dB
classifying us as computer digits. "I^^lA society run from the bottom up, bi^^R
people for people, will have no need for

"

endless layers of parasites. There won't
be much need for central banking and

,

insurance, the whole packaging industry,
or deLorean cars which the people of rf
Belfast will never drive.„.and the 'securllj

Industry'-from judges, and parliamentar-^

ians to the police and military will have
to find something useful to do!
The machinery at Shorts will surely have

a more positive use than military equip-
ment for its 'undisclosed customers' such
as the Israeli army or Latin American
dictatorships. Technology can and will

be redesigned.,re-thought, and re-invent-
ed into use for what we want and need,
not what is profitably viable. Peoples'
transport, housing, nurseries, agricuhui;!
(not agribusiness), energy conservatiojji

will have a real future...to replace useless
products of useless work, sold back to us
to be possessed and consumed through
subliminal and useless advertising. For
that to happen, PEOPL'E become the
focal point, our creative potential, our
enjoyment, our collective-community
needs and decisions will be the future—
NOT profits, displined and rigid wage-
labour, all dependent on a world market,
recession, and state funds.

MAY DAT MAY
IVlay Day is a tradjlionai workers day of action...workers being trade unionists, housev^|rk-
ers, and the unemployed. It is NOT a 'trade union' only day, as it is here in Belfast'
Year after year, Terry Carlin(the professional bureaucrat who has never worked in Industry
nor m the shop-floor trade union movement... he worked his way up through the trade un-

'

ions own civil service) has refused womens groups, anti-repression groups, ALL politiMf'
groups from marching with their own banners. He denies a political content to a politk^l
event...he transforms it into a SHAM event! (and he collaborates with the police to kae*?
the lefties' away). The trade union movement even goes to the extent of helping their em-
ployers by havmg their protest anything up to a week AFTER the day! (And until receirtly
marches were done in the protestors own time usually a Sunday).So Carlin and the r«$t
of the NICTU have managed to transform our MayDay protest into nothing less than a^for-
ing ritualdike the April 14th. march)...is it any wonder that so few people participate? -^

Historicaily "May Day" bears no resemblance to
todays farce. It all began in the U.S.A. with the
formation of the Bght-Hour League. The labour
movement at this time was on the offensive 188*=
saw the culmination of a sucessful strike against
the Wabash and^uth western railway systems
and as a result (^ffip^s, the Knights of Labour,(an
early trade uniSffl haci grown from 100,000 to
700,000 members in a year. Labours mood in
1886 was militant despite the attempts of the
Trade Union leadership from preventing the pro-
posed May 1st strikes to obtain the eight -hour

In the face of ai^^g^n the ruling class putout
;.
^onstant barragW|^propaganda and armed a -

.-^'ante milita. The press were predicting a re-

^

'^9K °^ wmwne "riots", and liiat judga
"

"uynch would be hanging every communist f'--

.^J^pp post to prevent it.

°^ leadinaJHBu res in- the Chicago

|a»avalrymanviW«rt^e CrvtJ War he came to^^^ve that he was fighting on the wrong side
qPPlsetup a paper to fight for black rjghts.He
'"ar^jgLucy Gonzales £nd they mov«d back
^° SKSSl^'^^ experience of the '73 depress-

^^^VParsons
^^Vg them to striici

stockyard vwprffirs vol
^Kd of the month
R^hicago workers vyould cor

f had demanded the eight-hoi
-ening to strike and 20,000
it. By this time the papers v
parsons life for fermenting i

Parsons helped form
opies' Association.

(Tntd the strike move-
Iressed union locals

1st. in April 35, 000
to join and by the

imated that 62,000
>out while 25,000
rday without threat
lad already gained
(re demanding
le "eight-hour mad-

Maj^^t saMk340,000 striking aij over the U.S.
JgH^B|y|Q0«po,OOO came out,, most of whom

Th^^^Fad also mobilised, tn the side streets
I'^MPftional Guardsmen were at the ready,

^^^r ^'^^ Cabling guns, at vweJI as the Chica-
9° ^^Mftir known for their brutality against stri-

ker^l^jSrominant citizens" Committee sat
readl^^'ring them into action should the need
arise.tyfave Chicago froin chaos.
The march, after a mass show of solidarity,

despersed. On the Monday following, the strike
spread and the Chicago Police got their chance.
They clubbed workers at the Mc Cormick Har-
vester works as they rushed in 300 scabs. In

{tontd. On »«)

y
How often have you lieard the hypocritic^
shit spewed out by some old boring fart of
a poHtlcan about helping the youth of thi^
country? They might get around to it , Ltit

always on THEIR terms, and doing what^^
THEY want us to do. Creating for us ttr^J
instruments of discipline; the scouts and
guides, the boys and girls brigades,the chid-
ch-run discos and youth clubs. ..places whd^
we can be supervised.Nice plans for youn^
Cathofics and Protestants to meet each oHlbr.
But when we mix freely in a way they c^^t
understand,and find frightening, they dotA
want to know...it's outta their control! ^
Of course when we start working things t

out for ourselves, they'll do anything to pfe-
vent it , and put up every obstacle. That Sf
until one of the entrepreneurs can make -k
some capital out of us doing so. |
Apid! 24th. at the Ulster Hall was some- |

thing different.. .a good vibes treat.. .5 topi
local bands for only f1.50... hardly a rip-od!
John Peel, friend of the oppressed culture,
compered it in part with his usual humility,
We may look and dance aggressively, but li >-

body got hurt and everybody had a great j

time.

When punk first appeared the media prat -

ically tried to ban it. And the local media]
ran their usual shock-horror stories about
punks and violence....or worse still, just cc v
pletely ignoring it.It was only when Ulster
bands began to make a real impact in the I
record charts that the newspapers picked up
on the culture. But they reduced the impad
of punk with all its anti-authoritarian and
liberating content to the usual dribble aboiii
'local boys make good'. ^ |
OUT DEMONS OUT! m i
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There are millions of us: we shop, wash, clean, breastfeed the babies, change their nappies,

spend five years making them socially acceptable for school, nurse anyone in the family

who is ill or old the list is endless, and even though it can easily take up to 12 hours

a day, seven days a week, the work is seen as trivial. Housewives are part of that group

of people who don't count for much as human beings—the poor, the sick, the old, the

young, the unemployed, anybody who isn't 'working for a living'.

Housework isn't just a job, it becomes a

married woman's way of life. It doesn't

make any difference if a woman has a

full time job, she is still axpected to make,

the bricks and mortar of a house into a

home. Redevelopment in inner city areas

has meant the break up of the extended

ftimily-^ there are ho grannies, mothers,

' and sisters to borrow from or to^o to

when things go wrong. Wbmen ai? ispfated

in high rise flats, semi detailed suburbia,

impersonal housing astates often virith few
friends, np amenities and no sense of

community. Their isolation makes it

impossible for them to come together as

liousevvives and initiate solutions to their

problems. They spend their time doing

mindless repetitive chores, some striving

for a resemblance to the dream house

portrayed in glossy magazines, others give

up, demoralised. Many have young children

. and they are expected to bring them up in

the isolation of their own homes and when
problems arise with so called 'difficult'

children, they blame themselves for having

failed, not the situation that they are in.

Society has diifferent values for. male and

female work; A man works for^ decent

wage to support his wife and family, a

woman on the other hand works for the

/ove of her husband and children. This

dual standard is carried into the outside

world with the result that working women
just aren't taken serkHJSly. They work for

Jdiiir^aV afta in bad conditions. For many
it is a necessity to go out and work for the

extra money, yet they are fobbed off with

'pin money'. Then again, it is hardly

conceivable that a woman wants to work
for personal satisfaction, for excitement,

for a change to the daily routine once in

a while. Womens role as wife and mother
is so ingrained in our consciousness, that

it is difficult to see any other alternative.

Many women do want to go back to work
after they have raised their families. These

women may have spent 10 to 20 years

without working in the outside world. No
employer is prepared to train a middle

aged woman for a rewarding job, let alone

the career she would have liked to have

had if she hadn't got married. So these

women go into low paid menial work as

cleaners of large stores and offices,

auxiliaries in the hospitals in the end it

is the only work they know.

Since the war there has been a massive

increase in modern gadgets and household

appliances. Todays housewife demands
that she have these to make her life

'easier' and obviously many of them do

NICEMm

make it easier. But what of the

consequences? The main function of this
"

hardware is to make profits not to help

unburden the housewife. Their built in

obsolescence guarantees they break down
when the year is up and they finally find

their way to the scrapheap within another
few years of servicing and new parts., to

the detriment of our environment and

dwindling reserves of raw materials. And
what of the housewife? She may have a

house of mod cons but the way in which
she is expected to use them is positively

medieval to imprison a woman in a

home to mindlessly oversee an assortment

of machinery, some of which stands there

idle most of the time is not the luxery

brought by a technological age, but slave

labour.

When we begin to diseusy|ausework as

an issue, we find that vvd^B| to question

the foundations of this SoHi^—the
family, its relation to the outside world
and womens role within it. We start to
question the division, not only between
mens work and womens work, but work
itself, wages, consumerism and the

divisions between intellectual work and
manual labour. Whatever solutions we
put forward in the short term, collective

responsibility for children, the sick and
the old in centres and nurseries controlled

by the people who use them, utility

rooms etc; womens freedom is only
possible in a completely transformed
society.

The past few months we have all been sub-

jected to a propaganda blitz by Western
GJovemments and the media over the

Russian invasion of Afghanistan. The cold

war jingoism is all so very convenient at a

time when Governments 'up' their military

spending, paid for (by us all) at the expen-
se of welfare services. (Britain cutiently
spends upwards on £lmilIion per HOUR
on military purposes !)

Behind the media onslaught, however,
much more has been going on. The
British Government and media have been
emphasising the Russian use of chemical
and biological warfare against the Afghani
tribes...they have also used this excuse to
justify their increase spending into the re-

search and developement of the supposedly
outlawed weapons...chemical and biologic-

al sprays and gases.As it turns out ,the

Russians HAVE been using chemicals in

Afghanistan-CS gas to be precise- and as

news of this leaked out, the British Gover-
nment have suddenly shut up! It would
hardly do for them to criticise a Russian
use of CS gas afteridiat they pumped
into the people of Belfast and Derry.

In ojaif Jitintuiy and February of this yeai; there were 4,360

iKf otti uiiUNinced in Northern Ireland. Last week tiie

Houiint;^ iSxecutive announced a reduction by a third of

laie mnaber of houses it was to build, and a complete stop to

house zeiMdis--iuile88 these were emergency repairs. Northerm
beland haa alnady tiie liighest unemployment rate and the

wont housing condittons in the tJK. So what's going on?

Theie's a ciM^ the bosses say, *We all have to tighten our

belts*. Well here's just a brief look at wiiat causes it and who's

belts are tightened.

The 'economic crisis* is a wolAd Mde tiend and is due malhly

to 2 causes—

1. The saturation and loss of markets by companies (causing

a decrease in profits). An early example of this was when the

inies sold so many cars in the USA, that everyone

l affbid ana, had one(or two), so theie wasn't the

2. SHnoe the 2 Wodd War, these hasbe«i an increase in

workers wages, both pay packets and the social wage of

transport and health facilities (agahi caushig a decrease hi

profits). Thfe social wi^ wasn't ^ven away, but was won

after much hard struggle, albeit in a form which also bene-

fitted the bosses-ietcentralised, alienating hospitals and the

means pf leisare became big busmess (so the workers money

was spent as soon as it was earned).

The 'crisis' is an opportunity for the bosses to reassert their

authority and profits. By a manipulatkNi of the worth of

money, by a cutback in public services, and national wage

i^reements (or more recently cMnpaniesfaipoBing small

rises), the capitalists and politfcians han^^tednced both the

real and social wages.

BACK TO PROFITS

For instance, have you noticed that all the banks profits have

INCREASED during the crisis. And lookir^ at just one day's

newspaper (Belfast Telegn^jh 17th April) its also the

multinationals who have done well—Burmah (the oil

company) followed last months BP and Shell increases with

an increase of profits of 300%, from £17million to f67million

and RTZ (the mining company testing for uranium in

Don^al^ increased its profits by 250% from £184million

toahnost£452i
~'

i t)PBC
Tt>*'(ja

Gum

So how come we wmrkeis are asked to pay for the crisis,

by reduced tealwages (last months inflation rate iros 20%)
and cutbacks tai hospital services, «mplo^DMli^.diale rates,

etc, when ihote bastards are makjbig vaxxkmomsf than ever

outofourU'
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Oyop$ ara by no means a new idea. They have come and gone for the last 200 yMmkllMM/Uk^U^m indllttryWHit^HBWf il a
cnidal factor preceding, and a catalyst for a revolution. Soviets were created in kmOa ln 1917 Jtf^^tfAinfiollwt^
The oountar iwolution began when the governments took back that power.

ITS NOTALL AT THE CO-OP

Take for instance the Belfast Co-op. Its one of the largest

department stores in Belfast. A co-operative by name, but
thats about all. It may offer dividend stamps as part of coop
policy but little else. The general public relate to this store

like any other. It sells the same products at the same prices

as any other store, the workers are divided into the usual

hierarchical ranks and sexist roles and they are told what to do
and are hired and fired on the same basis as anywhere else
the workers never decide policy. That is left to the directors
who are paid huge wages compared to the workers. This is

perhaps the most introverted and reactionary of 00K>ps.

Agricultural co ops aren't much better. They are usually the
case of small producers banding togther as a group in order to
produce or distribute a product, employing hands to woric
for them and sharing the profits between themselves and not
with their employees.

PROFITS

Other co-ops run on the line of paying themselves different
wages depending on their expertise, their roles and oomittment
and the profits are divided amongst themselves and their
'sleeping' shareholders.

THE QUEST FOR JOBS A TANY PRICE

Some well meaning people band together and see a cOH>p
basically as a way of creating jobs and receiving a wage. When
this is the foundation of the co-op without the political
insight into what the co-op could be, It usually degeneratat
into the same relationships that you would expect In any
factory. The workers simply look on It as any 8 to 5 job
and give no real commitment.

THE MILITANT CO-OP

To see a co-op as not only an alternative to the capitalist
system but a challenge to it, and not just economically, is by
far the most visionary. The workers are bound not simply
through working for the same 'firm' but by the idea of
creating a better,freer society for themselves and others.

They work collectively, taking decisions together, producing
or selling a product which Is socially useful, relating and
sharing skills. This shared work experience without the need
for leaders can contribute to the confidence of the Individual
and the group. Sex roles and sexism are broken down. Wages
are based on what a person needs and each gives what they
can. Surplus money gained Is not seen as the co-ops private
funds. The workers have a responsibility to use the
surplus in a productive way for the benefit of the oommunfty
and not for thamialves pareonally.

There will obvioutly be limitationtthat the militantoo^
will suffer from. They aM tutroundad by capitaliit errtm<-

prises who constantly service tham and compete ^nst
them. If the .coK>p poses any real threat it would be vary aaey
to iaolafa anjd destroy it

There was some talk of forming a co-operative out of the

bankrupt Armagh Shoe Factory but this idea evapourated

quickly. It would have required money from the State to
sustain It over a period. Hoiwavar iiha state preferred tbM the
workers draw the dole indafiiMaly and hope that some other
capitalist entrepreneur employs tiiem or nwybe even takes over
the ownership of the shoe factory (no doubt with the State's

financial blessing).

MONEY, MONEY, MONEY.
It is difficult to overcome the obstacles in creating co-ops.

Money got from selling shares in the co-op takes a long time

and is usually insufficient. The only people who have money
are capitalists who aren't likely to finance something which
they see potentially as doing away with them. The Government
present every obstacle possible. They are more geared up and
sympathetic towards giving money to capitalists, especially

multinationals who usually demand huge amounts per job
created, (De Lorean) and yet are able to make tax free profits.

The State provides every incentive for them; they build the

factories, finance the equipnnent, provide and train the

workforce and in some cases pay the wages while the multi-

nationals reap the profits out of Ireland and into their

shareholders pockets. Co-ops may be given a grant from the

Government if they show a glorious track record and suit the
terms otherwise its to the bank for a loan and thats a
very expensive business.

REACTIONARYROLE OF TBADE UNIONS
The trade unions huge assets oouM help enormously in<the

founding of co-ops, but they prefer to invest their money In

such anti-people activities such as insurance companies,

property speculation, works of art. Being conservative,

bureaucratic and short sighted they would see the setting up of

do-ops as taking work away from their members.. ..absurd!

Starting a co-op in the manufacturing industry is extremely
difficult. By starting off with a loan they are immediately
handicapped. Paying back the interest and wages corresponding

to the minimum approved by the trade unions makes it

difficult to compete with the capitalist prices.

They always have the backing , the massive automation, and the
exploited workforce and the competition of third world
imports.... its a wonder co-ops get off the ground let alone
survive] This basically leaves the craft industries which only
produce products which working class people cannot afford....

a little bit of art for those with the money to invest in.

Co-ops have limitations especially when working alongside the
capitalist system. Some say thay are useless and not worth
supporting or bothering about Howeverltere a
ways of working a co-op.

Prison Is a weapon of the ruling class, so all prisoners are
po„t,ca,.

,

.

,,|

But the men in H Blockai'woinen in Armagh are resisting

their imprisonment, resbtin^ the label of criminal which
'justifies their imprisonment

%^e.fi^ INTtt£ DOBUN
SPECIAL a3U«T45lMlt.Ali

DBS,, Vv/HO ^^//te 4tJ^Ay^'
On the week-end of April 19-20th., the
Donegal Vocation Educational Oommittee

(iJtficif orSr km held their long awaited uranium seminar...

a supposedly neutral affair though all but
one of the 'experts' (the infamous Proffessor
Blackith from Trinity College Dublin)just

happened to be pro-nuclear and pro-uraniun).
Blackith was included in the 'experts' panel
only after local protest at its obvious bias.

The Nuclear Energy Board, mining company
representatives, selected academics and busi-

ness people from the South and the North
droned on about the benefits and the safe-

guards, in an attempt to mystify the truth.

Meanwhile the continuing pickets of the
drilling rigs by local people has been suspe-

nded,as has drilling work, pending a meeting
between local people and the Nuclear Energy
Board. What false promises and lies will the
NEB oome up with this time?

I^L^ IKi IHE 6P>^K|t6H

^^WE«E THE ftJRM .

Bosses, ft*-

<ms,m&
Plogoff is a beautiful little fishing town
in S.W.Brittany.Since 1976, the French
Government have been planning to build
a nuclearplanvand since 1976 the local
people,organis9d in defence committees,
have resisted it French law states that a
public enquiry must accompanymy com-
pulsory purchase oflandLjnd tfia anquiry
was held in Feb-Mardh of this year. It
didn 't go quite as expected. Local opposit-
ion was,and is ,so total ,that the "public
enquiry" was held in "temporary town
halls" -2 vans heavily escorted in and out
of the area everyday by the Gendarmerie
Mobile (especially trained for country
guerilla warfare)-a military reserve riot
control force. They had to face^ fury
of the entire ragkm for the forty-five days
of the enquiry. They were hustled and
hassled every way imaginable and a mere
210 people (out of a possible 60,000

)

bothered to attend the enquiry... and even
some of those Just went to write NO on
the register. The rest of the people enjoyea
a six week resistance festival! On the last

day of the enquiry they held a triumohant
mardi ofSOjOOOpeople.

French democracymarchdaonjwwever
and the report of the public enquiry
commissioners was published one wee/(

after the enquiry ended in mid-April....

tiw result was that the "enquiry" decided
it was OK to build the nuclear plantI Say
no more.

Last year the Trade Union leaders refused
permission" for women to walk behind

a womens banner. Their answer to all

grouDs who are not trade unions and who
want to show solidarity with other groups
and the unemployed,on what is traoition-
ally a workers day,is that they don't want
the march to become "political". Political
in the Northern Irish sense that they do
not want to become infiltrated byleft wing
ciroups,by workers smash H-Block banners,
slogans or whatever. Because womens
groups have qone through the proper pro-

cedures this time and asked "permissioo"
to march this year.it is likely that there
will be a womens banner on the march,
sent along,courtesy of the Belfast Tradti
Council.

Our answer as woman should be,thate
vyhiist glad the issue percolated through
the upper echelonsof the Trade Union
movementwe cannot join in the process-
ion until all people here are able to walk
behind a banner of their choice as of right
and that women themselves have their own
banners to walk behind anyvvay, we don't
need to be supplied mth one.



Last year, 1367 jobs were lost in the

textile Industry. These were concentrated

in the predominantly Protestant towns
of Ballymena, Carrickfergus, Larne and
Saintfield as well as Derry and Lurgan.

Along with the layoffs at Hariand and
Wolff in Belfast and GEC in Larne, this

is the first concentrated attack on Prot-

estant jobs for many years. Apart from the

excellent propaganda exercise done by the

Labour and Tory governments on the

'economic crisis' we ALL face, and Ian

Paisley's 'Leave it to me I'll ask questions

in the house', we have to look at the

sectarian nature of the State.

The division of Catholic and Protestant

has led to a serious weakness of workers

resistance to the bosses. Northem Ireland

has one of the best (if you prefer-worst)

industrial relations records in Europe. Our
history has given rare examples of united

worker resistance, and when it has, the

cry 'republican, communist, papist" has

gone from the preachers, politicians and
employers. The result is riots between
workers, a return to work and even

expulsion from the workplace of all

catholics and militants.

Why have Protestant workers been so

easily fooled? As well as them benefitting

materially, relative to catholic workers,

from the discrimination in jobs and
housing, there is a strong indentification

with the State. Since its formation &i
years ago, Protestants were fead to see it

as their state, in which they had some say.

They identify with the bosses, the very

people they are in natural hostility to-
those who rob them of the wealth they
create and dump them on the scrapheap

when they are not needed.

Another related reason is ths provision of

jobs for Protestants in the security

industry. Apart from the 12,500 British

soldiers on the streets here, local employ-

ment Is created by the UDR (2,593 full

tinte and 5,140 part time) the RUC
(6,110 full time and 4,608 reserve)

civilian searchers (318), thousands of

security staff and shop searchers

(suteldised by the State), and the prison

staffxThese figures are all out of proport-

ion to any 'normal' capitalist state.

And what of the catholic workers? When
on ocassion they have tried to reject

management proposals such as at Antrim

Crystal they have fallen foul of the other

side of the sectarian coin. They put their

faith in Catholic Union officials, in this

case Paddy Devlin. His treacherous

dealings,behind socialist rhetori(^aw most

of the young militant workforce out on

the dole queue, where the management

had first put them before they had

occupied the factory.

Before finishing, a note of optimism.

There have been some examples of

Protestant workers resisting directly, such

as the Coleraine factory occupation

against closure last year. Although It

failed, as do most attempts, because of

their isolation in the face of the might of

the industrialists (financial, market

monopoly etc) it was the sort of action

we should support.

Finally, we can't wish or vote or bomb
sectarianism away, but we can and have

to destroy its source-this state, the MPs,

counclirdrs, and union bureaucrats who
gain from Its existence. The State has

institutionalised the relationship of

class alliance on the one hand and

sectarianism on the other. It was

founded on coercion and discrimination.

Its poison is reflected In the relations

between workers, and not to fight

a^lnst It is not to fight aganst that ^
A/a.K*n - 'Til)

Though in the eariy 1900's the trade

unions were Influenced by syndicalist

methods of organisation and practice

(direct democracy and direct action), as

soon as they allied themselves with the

Labour Party (here the NILP), they

began the politics of mediation. The

politics of handing over your power and

responsibilities to others who will act on
your behalf. It has lead to elections,

parliament and a belief in nationalisation-

state socialism. The trade unions allied

themselves with an organisation and

ideology which later in Britain became
the bosses.

At the workplace, because of the election

and appointment of full time,non-

revokable officials, a bureaucracy came
about Many Union Presidents are

elected for LIFE and most union officials

are APPOINTED,not elected. They have

their own interests (as mediators with the

bosses and pacifiers of the workplace-
until pushed) and their own rewards

(better pay and perks than the workers).

They no longer identify with the workers,

except in rhetoric, and often act as a

police force, in the bosses attempts to

restablish authority and stability in the

workplace.

In many cases its not only the bosses who
have to be fought, but the trade unions

as well. An example was the recent

strike at the Royal Victoria Hospital when
the workers on the job wanted to negot-

iate the security conditions themselves,

after a soldier's gun had gone off in a

corridor. Coulthard, the NUPE bureaucrat

appointed from London, not only

opposed the strike, saying he and

McCormack would do it for them, but

attacked the shop steward O Sullivan,

and asked him to resign. Their authority

and that of the hospital was challenged.

Their combined forces proved too much

and the porters and those who had

refused to cross the picket line, were

forced back to work.

The bosses have also been trying to clamp

down on wildcat strikes by non union and

small union workers. In Britain this has

lead to mergers with the bigger unions

growing bigger and more bureaucratic,

with deals between the union chiefs. And
in the South, at the last Fine Gael conf-

erence, the spokesperson on industry

proposed new legislation, whereby union

membership was compulsory for new
industry- an attempt to cut down on the

wildcat strikes which have plagued the

multinationals there.

Trade Unionism was brought into being

to defend the workers against the bosses.

Petitions, demonstrations, token strikes,

conferences and the 'talks' with the

Minister of State and the CBl are only

the means of taking the steam out of

our anger. They give the impression of

doing something, but in the end its the

unions bureaucrats way of keeping us in

place- the condition which the bosses

demand if they are to grant the workers

anything.

the evening when the scabs were leaving the pol-

ice charged the picket lines firing their revolvers

into the fleeing crowd.Six died.

Spies called a meeting the following night to

protest at the murders. The meeting was small

and Parsons did not arrive until late. He spoke

and after he had gone only a man named Fielden

was left speaking,and the meeting began to dw-

indle. Suddenly 180 police men truncheon-char-

ged the meeting, a bomb was thrown, killing one

policeman outright and wounding seven others.

The police went berserk, clubbing and shooting

into the darkness of the Haymarket. Evidence

came to light later, that the bomb was thrown

by a police agent.

Parsons realising that the state wanted his life

left Chicago. Spies,Fielden,Engel,Fisher,louis

Lings and Oscar Neebe were indicted for con-

spiracy to murder. Of these only Spies and

Fieldon had been on the scene at the time of

the explosion. Parsons turned up at the begining

of the trial,claiming he couldn't bear to see his

comrades, who were as innocent as he, be legal-

ly murdered.

Despite the fact that the jury consisted of business

men, their clerks, and one relative of the dead pol-

iceman, the prosecution evidence still had to

changed because of the contradictions in the fab-

ricated evidence. The court now claimed that the

bomb was thrown by an unknown person who had

been inspired by the accused. Sentence was pass

ed...ali would hang, except Neebe. Appeal was re-

fused. One of them committed suicide in his ceil,

the rest hanged.
Three years later at the International Socialist

Congress in Paris, it was decided to call an inter-

national one day strike in pursuit of an eight hour
day and in memory of the Haymarket Anarchists.

The strikes which followed were violent affairs,

(especially in France), often ending in gun battles

with the police.

In Britain, the Anarchists organised a protest in

London.... 10,000 marched to Hyde Park to join

with twice as many already assembled The more

respectable trade unionists .however, decided to

w^it...and marched on the Sunday instead!

The time had arrived when the workers were fight-

ing back... .3 fight which has been long and bitter

and is still not over but to see Carlin and friends

wollowing in the making of petty rules, makes you

think that they do! 90 years on, the bosses,the

oppressors are still out there. More and more of

the big multi-nationals are coming into Ireland to

rip us off; the traditional unionist bosses are still

lining their pockets while thousands are made redu

ndant. And according to Carlins rules, they are ex

pected to fall in at the back of a march with the

rest of the unemployed!
May Day should be about showing exploiters of

every kind (from trade union bosses who make a

living out of our problems, to ICI and Shorts), that

we DON'T want or need deLorean sports cars, that

we don't want or need blow-pipe anti-aircraft guns.

That we don't want or need big motorways carving up

the city. ..that we don't want to be told what we

can do and where we can do it. May Day is about

taking control of our own lives, controlling our

work and conditions whether in the factory or the

home, controlling the "places where we Nve. It's

about a demonstration of strength and solidarity

with all workers in our daily fight against all boss-

es, all exploiters.



outtacontrd
This is an article about drugs-ALL drugs, but more particularly those which some authority has declared to be 'illegal', and
therefore must be 'controlled'...by them, of course. Little gets written about the drug laws, the drug industry, the 'drug scene'

in Ireland instead we are constantly fed the platitudes that those drugs for sale on the open market are quite safe, necessary,

or harmless to our well-being (i.e. all those numerousJ|h and remedies that t||e medical profession dispense at random). With
other drugs, like tobacco and alcohol, governmentsm only too keen to let us^lecide for ourselves, as long as they can cut-in on
the take! Those declared illegaKand backed up by tl» agents of their law and their order) are portrayed as nothing less than the

stepping stones through perversity and craziness, to addiction and a horrible death. It's all very clear-cut and 'scientific'....but

lomewhat removed from reality. There JS a 'drug prlfclem' in this country,-of that there is no doubt,- but it has a lot more to do
Mth successive goviNHntnts, the law, that enforce the law, the profit makii^ drug companies, and the many practices of

i Western cap^iist eiiiture....coilecthnliy THEY are the 'drug problem'. And not at alt the increasing number of people learning

yet again toJpeHraat and develop through the use of natural, organic substan^.

BUT HOW COiVIE .REALITY SEEMS TO BE ON ITS HEAD?
Perhaps a bit of history will help explain why some drugs are Illegal (any dealings carrying stiff

prison sentences) whilst other 'drugs' become a multi-million pound industry.lt's not, as you
jjjgr'TTiight tWnk, soro«how connected to our 'welfare'...but has much more to do with racism, imper-

iailsmii ^ic8-pf^r, and ig.norance.

^ All (»ltures,^iH tirnes, have 'turned' on to something whether for religious/mystical purposes

_ ifc" just pure enj^bent beyond beyorf^|j^aM^ everyday life. The use of marijuana*, for in-

stance, spread f^twairds from China fro|HHH|^OBC. S.American cultures have used various

hallucogenic plJnt^for centuries, it's no4H||^^8M|^ntiy invented by the western flower-child-

^^n of the 60's!^|terijuana first came :^!^||^o9|H|Hpng the interest in the writings of other cul-

tures that occured during the Renaissaneell^thlsllw. centuries )....the stems of the marijuana
plant were invaluable for rope and sail-clothe, and played an important role in the mercantile trade

boom. From George Washington to Queen Victoria, the very well documented medicinal uses of
the marijuana plant were enjoyed** In the West, though, it was largely confined to the aristocracy

ej,

...in the £ast, a part of daily life for ail.

^ The 20th. century brought chan|H^»the use of drugs such as opium, coca leaves, and marijuana
from Eastern cultures began to P^ifan important role in Western commerce: Britain, for example
$upp}»ed China with Indian opiurnlderived from the poppy plant)...the government of the United

^^^^^^tate? wanted in on the profits to be had. They instigated the 1912 Hague conference, an inter-

^^lllHBtionai government convention, to investigate all forms of natural drugs. The US government arg-

wK/m^0^ ^or world-wide illeg^isation of drugs and control by governments. During the next 20 years

^_ ^pPI^^^ various governments supported sudh i I legalisation for a variety of reasons—and none of them for

the benefit of the people themselves. S.Africa, Egypt, and Turkey were particularly interested in

^^^^^H the outlawing of cannsbk (marijuana or grass) due to the fear that its widespread use by workers
^^H^^V and .slaves wo'jW »}r>w production; British trading interests were concerned about losing their grip

^^^^L on the opium trade in the colonies.. .but it was the US government, through the manufacture of

M^H^^H liij^
drug-scare stories, who did most towards the eventual banning.

^^m^F "^^^^^ of the depressron, jobs were scarce in the US. Unwanted and unemployed Chinese

^^^^ mir l^uf^!^ became an easy target, arid the iltegalisation of opium (opium was favoured mainly by
^H^^ the Chinese} gave more credibility |o the government-sponsored press stories like...'Chinese doping

young American maidens to make them slaves' The US government were simply using opium to

^^H^^H instil! racism in the American workforce.lt gave the unemployed an outlet, other than the govern-

ment and the busir.ess interests, on which to vent their anger. Likewise with coca-leaves and its der-

^^^^k ^ ivat/ve cocaine. ..the Southern states resisted any black/white equality using the outlawing of coo-

Ji^k^' aine to give credence to the lies about 'coke-crazed blacks raping young whites' etc. etc.. And all

^BHHH SSSm- ^ often the racism and ignorance yvere believed, aided by the shock-horror presses. And likewiseHBIh racism and business politics were behind the illegalisation of marijuana. Following the prohibition
^ of aicoho! in the 20's, marijuana became increasingly popular as an alternative, particularly with

an influx of ^jxicans looking for work... it was easier to deport Mexicans for 'illegal' marijuana

use than to pay them vraifare payments.. .so marijuana was banned also.

And Britain followed suit with the banning and control of certain drugs from 1917 onwards.

{It was a mere coincidence that marijuana was included in these iam...Britain merely ratified an

international agreement which included marijuana, but their prime interest was in the control and

sate of opium.) The SO's, 40's, and 50's saw yet another turn In the 'drugs scene'. If racism and

imperialist economics had been instrumental in forming the basis of our drug knowledge eariier in

the century, it was the American narcotics squad which fed us our information thereafter. With

alcohol no longer illegal in America, the Feds and G-men, who<had become an industry in them-

selves, justified their enormous power-base with a crack-down on the 'evils' of marijuana smoking.

media, as always, were only too

drugs, used for centuries by
licinal and pleasurable uses

^M•re at the foundation of our

of a kind..but more of that

as always equating it with crime, subversion, and anarchy!

happy to go along with it... (it sold newspapers!). The illegalii

many different cultures, was never based on 'scientific fj

neve^^isidered.... racism, imperialism, cop-power,

modeWH|ug laws. No wonder that drugs and crime see<

later. ^
Throughout the prohibitive legislation of the 20's and 30"$, the international medical profession

did nothing to counteract the blatant propaganda—and for good reason. Any move away from hert

al cures could onty but increase the saieability of their 'scientific' potions, neatly packaged and
marketed as cureifor all our ills. That such cure medicine rarely worked stimulated better adver-

tising campaigns, rarely better medicineKand it was always a 'cure'.. n«Vfr an attempt at tackling

the various causes of illness and disease...it was much, much too diffieuHita'niarket' that 'product'

Later in the 20th. century, as some people reject^he 'aUa^ilture ra^^^of international law,

and were prepared to experiment with the ancj««tttural nlBteinet and relaxants of the East,^

the legal chemical manufacturers began to find '^Bs' for Aflniir ills...and made it very profitaolc

in the process.lt became very big business, with^^|Pss and caSms a mere side-issue in the race for

profits, the research and development and packaititg of the same old wonder drugs, the squabbling

over patents, the massive advertising campaigns that accompany every new pill. The scientific ^st-

ablishment,yvith scientific advertising to gain our confidence, replaces and mystifies the whole^iiQt-

4on of self-help, Mopies cures and natural, hert>al nnedicines. And controlkMt by a handful of inter-

national drug coppanies like Hoffman la Roche (o4 Sevaip and Dioxin famel, ...a Swiss multi-nat-

igjrlow turrtK)v«r of sa^i4i«d custorneri^.^ ^
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Continued from overleaf

The success of the chemical drug industry is reinforced, not just by their massive advertising cam-

paigns, but by the attitudes prevailing throughout the Western medical profession. ...always away

from ANY degree of self-understanding, and towards the (predominantly male) medical hierarchy

and the chemical fix only THEY can prescribe. Our bodies, our minds, our health are their possess

ion; our mystery but their profit. 'Shoot-up and Shut-up' as SEDATION becomes the norm for the

depressed, at work or in the home. Working-class women suffer most at the hands of these Quacks

who prescribe twice as many sedatives for women as for men. Living in shit housing conditions,

motor-ways running past their doors, heavily armed Brits running through their lives, nowhere for

the kids to play, demanding aggressive husbands, women are DOPED TO COPE, The pseudo-sci-

entific technical/chemical fix called LIBRIUM or VALIUM, the Hoffman la Roche answer to 'anx-

iety' or 'psychic tension'. The 'womens problem' is reduced to their inability to cope with th«r pre

destined 'natural' role! The 'scientifically-proven' wonder drugs of the 60's, 70's, smd 80'$ become

part of daily life.;and never mind the physical as well as the psychological problems... (the bad

side effects, the dangers during pregancy, dangers of mixing with alcohol, the very real addiction

problems...in fact, all the problems normally associated with 'illegal' drugs can be yours every time

you visit the local doctor!). And if you don't consider THAT to be criminal, there's more, read on.

So, with a neat mix of racial prejudice and economics we end up with a series of dracion drug

laws which scientists continually try to justifyJ Therefore when we think of drug laws we_

think of corruption, addiction, craziness and death...and that's how the law appears as our only

safeguard for sanity. That it's not,hardiy matters as long as enough people go along whh THEIR

way of thinking, consuming their horror stories in their daily rag. A beginning *», of course, to

try a smoke for yourself. Their prejudices and guilt-trips are difficult to overcome, but hardj^

impossible. The consumption of organic, natural substances is only a crime because of the^lk ^
umulated prejudice and racism that ends up as the Misuse of Drugs Act(1971)...and sentefM^irl^^

in the north of Ireland is particularly severe, not because of a greater 'drug problem' here,^«s '-^

because of the ignorance of the magistrates and judges who can never hope to understartd the

full use of the brain; and a DS always ready to justify their existence and penalise those they

catch as vindictively as possible.. ..aided by some non-en^ from Queens University whose

'authoritative' article in the N.I. Legal Review convincet M«rf9e8 that a 'custodial sentence for

a first offence is more common in N. I.'

So that's one aspect of the drug problem... .but there IS a ver. real cqgjiectton wth cfitne that

should'nt be ignored. As long as there's laws prohibiting the use of i^oraldrBlpany law, any

drug-there will be 'crime' as professionals take over for the money.^^IS^ Belfast, Dublin,

or Columbia). And the drug becomes a refined yet impure COMMODrQ^p: removed from its

origins.. .snorting ver>' expensive cocaine rather than chewing leavewmjecting heroin rath-

er than smoking opium; the use of dirty needles; and dealing^raM^rather than growing mar-

ijuana. Heroin junkies do, of course, exist(though nowhere n^pRISiale of those destroyed

by alcohol and valium) and its not a glorious scene. ..but they aremire the victims of our legis-

lated culture than simply of drug abuse. The state response to people, feelings, and conscious-

ness is always prohibition. ...legislation, pbllce, cou^^and-^|ras^^dt's always the SCARE ed-

ucation of the drug squad, and media whereby th|^jtora]ta|^»uritanism freaks out an in-

quisitive conscience, or steers it towards aerosol|B|^«KlS|^ morning-glory seeds.(NOT
RECOMMENDS)) Real drug education liter^|yeTl^py cliiBHed as obscene, and those cau-

ght communicatHafepith others are guilty oy^^rup^Ruid a danger to society'.

Marijuana, opiu^^«a leaves, and psilo^ralfi mushrooms may not be the choice of everyone,

but our individual sw^eand preferences can only be discovered in a society where social comm
unication is the priorit^^'OT legal prohibition based on ignorance, racism, imperialism, and a

prison sentence!

*marijuana,cannabis,hash.. .various derivatives of the leaves and flowers of the marijuana plant.

It will grow anywhere if there is no frost, some sunlight, and a head-start against other plants.

**medicinal uses include constipation,rheumatism,menstrual cramps,difficult child-birth,fevers,

convulsions,dysentry,appetite stimulant.analgesic and an aphrodisiac.

tone medical report on the use of cannabis bases its horror story on the fact that if rats smoke

3 times their body weight in grass every day for 3 months, they would become ill! Rightly so!!

I

CHARLIES
ANGEL DUST
At the end of March, Jim McCann, who
was charged with possession of Vz a mill-

ion pounds worth of dope, and possession

of a pistoi with intent to endanger life,

walked free from the Central Criminal

Court, after one of the most inept pros-

ecution cases ever hwrd in Ireland. The

whole bust from the beginning was shrouded

in mystery with different versions of what

happened that night on the Naas Road

lay-by appearing iatfte local and national

papers. Some contradicting others, just

as gsfda eyidenee at the trial contradicted

immonly accepted story that

Bd in the press at the time of

story that had come from the

course.
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irtain events help explain the ease of

McCann.s acquittal. The re-appearance of

some of the Thai grass from the bust for

sale on the streets of Dublin must have

been part of the price of McCann's freedom
(though one member of the gardai has been
questioned about this, the DPP has decided

not to press charges). The other part of

it would appear to be McCann's silence.

In an interview with that scurrilous sexist

rag the Sunday World after his release,

McCann claimed that if the trial had con-

tinued he would have had to make some
revelations about happenings at the begin-

ning of the '70s that would prove very

embarrassing to a 'highly placed politican'.

The immediate reaction is to think of

Haughev and arms, though the drugs angle

should not be discounted. When the pre-

sent southern drugs act was being debated

in the Dail, Haughey fought it tooth and
nail, particularly the bit that allows the

DS to search houses, cars, yachts etc on
suspicion and without a warrant, early in

the '70s a drunken Sunday World reporter

in Cork claimed that Haughey was one of

the main men behind the importation of

dope into Ireland. That the story was never

printed has more to do with a fear of repr-

isals from Haughey, than with any lack of

evidence. Many of Haughey's business

deals have been 'shady' - such as his pur-

chase of land in N.Dublin which was immed-
iately rezoned for development, giving

Haughey a tidy sum.

The whole question of dope importing and

dealing in the South brings in local and not

so local mafia which run the scene. And
thats how such bad dope hits the streets....

perhaps some dealers falling out accounts

for the so-called 'supergrass' knocking

about. This is just grass cut with 'angel dust'

- a very powerful psychochemical wWch can -

hit some people in very bad ways. It also

enables Mullins and friends of the DS to

crack down even harder, particularly with
;

a 'legalise it' campaign run by Ubi Dwyer
just beginning to get o^f the ground. Shock

^

horror scare stories, fed by the DS, is the

level of their 'education'.

t grass can be checked for the presence of

angel dust put some grass in water and

angel dust will float out;
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WOMEN
HIGHLIGHT
NO WASH
PROTEST!urnmm

Armagh was the cntre of the repressive stage this month. Rose McAllister, 41

with four children, became the first woman to emerge from the no-wash pro-

test in the prison after serving 2 years; three women went to jail after picket-

ing the prison; the National H-Block held a march in Armagh and the Armagh
Protest Committee organised another picket in the town.

On Mayday Rose Mc Allister was the 1st

woman to be released since the prison

authorities forced the protestors on to the

no-wash campaign.

Afterwards she talked about how she had
to steel herself in the prison to bear the in-

sults and degradation from the warders.

Although not realising at the time, she con-

ditioned herself not to have emotions in

order to survive the 23 hour lockup and the

prospect of only a half-hour visit every

month.
Much of her previous self confidence has

gone, and she has difficulty feeling for her

children, and even in shopping. She feels

physically tired, but not from overwork,

more from a couldn't-care-less attitude. But

despite the effort needed to cope with the

pressures of dehumanisation inside she is

emphatic that the alternative — a non-recog

nition of the result of special police, special

interrogation, special courts, special holding

laws, special charges, i.e. special prisoners -

is unacceptable.

Ann Marie Loughran was the 1st of those

who refused to pay her fine and be impris-

oned on 3rd May. Marguaretta D'Arcy gave

herself up on the 14th, and Liz Lagrua on

the 16th, to serve 4 and 2 months respect-

ively on the protest in A-wing.

After the picket by Women Against Imp-

erialism on International Womans Day last

year, the pickets were attacked by the RUC
when returning to the buses. 1 1 of them

were arrested and twice turned up for the

trial, but it was twice postponed — the sec-

ond time because a large contingent from

England, Scotland, and Ireland (mainly

feminists) turned up in support.They ref-

used to attend again and were fined in their

absence.

After one week, someone anonymous

paid Anne Marie's fine, which left her bitt-

er, because of the dilution of her show of

solidarity with the protesters inside. The

other two hope the same trick won't be

repeated.

On Sunday 1 1th, the buses going to Arm-

agh to the National H-Block march were

forced to take a long detour and were dela-

yed at checkpoints. The march itself was,

as usual, blocked from entering the town

centre, which had been closed off and seal-

ed up.

The point was made in the speeches that

the protesters are not so much seeking

better treatment than the other prisoners,

as a recognition of their treatment all along

the line as specially vicious.

On the return journey the buses were
again forced to take a long detour, but the

spirit and determination of the few hund-
red from Belfast who travel all over the

North, seemed inexhaustable.

Finally on Sat 24th the Armagh Protest

Committee organised a picket to once agair

highlight the conditions inside and in imm-
ediate response to the imprisonment of

the 2 women who were denied that right

to picket over those conditions.

BRUM'S
RUSH

It was no coincidence that as the NUJ were
holding thier Annual Conference in Port-

rush and debating about the strict censor-

ship of information on Ireland, that the
Home Office opportunistically decided to
admit UTV on a conducted tour of the H-

Blocks.

No doubt they choose UTV, whcih is controll-

ed by Unionist Brum Henderson & Co., as giving

a very favourable report in the governments
interest. It took 2-3 weeks to transmit it, after

putting it through a fine tooth comb removing
anything mildly disturbing before getting final

approval from the Home Office.

The report consisted of TV hack, Gary Gillespie

being given the red carpet treatment by the

screws sampling the food etc., yum yum!
The main crux of the matter of course, should

have been to actually talk to the prisoners and
see what they had to say about conditions, but

of course the prison authorities wouldn't permit

this (much to UTV's relief) Now UTV can
'justifiably' say "How dare you accuse us of

ignoring controversial issues, haven't we made
a programme on H-Block" This sustains their

credibility in many peoples eyes.

However more and more people are wak-
ing up to the lies, distortions and super-

ficial handling of issues which deeply

effect ordinary people, which are pumped
out daily. They are seeing these media

careerists for what they really are paid

agents of social control!

DIRECT
ACTION
No mediators!

No vampires!
There must be few and maybe not any
working class areas throughout the city thai

do not have their own committees to deal

with housing, redevelopment, leisure, a

certain lack of amenities, local festivals and
a variety of other topics.

The vast majority of these organisations
have been set up in Northern Ireland after

the mass rallies and demonstrations of the
Civil Rights days. They have been encour-
aged by the British Government, first

through the Ministry of Community
Relations and its community development
team and now by the City Councils Comm-
unity Services Department with their field

officers. These 'agents of the government'
told us that if we set up bodies with comm-
ittees that had acceptable constitutions

and responsible citizens, we would be re-

warded with financial aid to build comm-
unity centres, hold festivals etc. It was
impressed upon us that committees were
the best way to get things done. We were
to give the City Council etc., credibility

and power by channelling our efforts

towards them. We were granted money for
our own headed notepaper, a phone,
and office maybe and instead of all coll-

ectively clamouring for a real change in our
lives we were joisteling with each other for
proper appointments with the various gov-
ernment bodies. Trying to get the best

deal for our own little community, and
maybe at the expense of another less

organised group. The committee structure
gave us the illusion of power to change
circumstances through negotiation. And
indeed small concessions were made from
time to time to keep the illusion credible.

One of the worst consequences was that we
isolated our social problems. We set up one
committee to deal with redevolment, one
to deal with housing and so on, when in

fact people do not have housing as a part-

icular problem, unemployment as a partic-

ular problem, nor do we have 'mental'

disorders, breakups in the family, battered
wives and children as a particular problem,
but that these are all connected and it is

dangerous to isolate them; to let people
think that they can solve them one at a

time. Community development was a very
clever move by the state to have us think
in pigeon holes.

The division of social needs into compart-
ments causes hardship when, even if you
do succeed in finding the right connection,
you discover that you must turn to a

dozen agencies for your different needs.

Once we perceive that all problems stem
from the same source, the authoritarian

capitalist system, then we are more likely

to organise for real change, and less chance
of us being bought of with concessions and
reforms. ccntd. p4



DONEGAL
Uranium
OR PEOPLE?
The mining companies were exploring for
over a year in Donegal, before opposition
to it really got off the ground. Over the past
9 months word of the dangers and rip-offs

have been brought to the notice of the local

peopie-and they acted accordingly. Meeting
ftwniBitliii, dncimioiis, demonstrations,
pfcket^ sabotaged sites and machinery..Thev
let it be known that they don't want or need
any part of the nuclear fuel cycle in their
lives. And now the mining companies and
the state and the business community are
fighting back....not with the energy and hon-
esty of those opposed to the uranium minint

.their tactics are necessarily dishonest and
uncaring of either people or environment
The mining companies, silent for so long,

now manoeuvre worker against worker,
local person against local person. The com-
panies in Donegal have threatened to pull
out if work is disrupted (even though it is

EEC grants, disruption or no disruption,
which keep them there). They forecast red
undancies (of a mere handful of local jobs
which is all they will ever be able to offer)
and so get the workers to argue their defen
oeless case. And unfortunately, the total lack
of jobs in the area for so long, makes the job
s seem worth defending! So it is workers, in

company cars who have been distributing
smear leaflets against the anti-uranium peop-
le, and who passed a 'vote-of-confidence'
in the mining company. And It was a local
person who tried to set-up a member of the
local anti-uranium committee as being a Brit-

ish agent. He (and it was a 'he') posed as a
member of the IRA and sent copies of a fic-

ticious letter to the local media which wou-
ld 'prove' that a nriember of the local anti-

uranium committee was being financed by
British Intelligence to stop the mining! It

fooled no-one.

The state and business community are lig-

hting back too the travelling road-show of
'experts' is on tour with the Nuclear Ener-

gy Board leading the way in trying to impose
a mystifying scientific-expertise over local

common-sense. Latest stop of the NEB road
show was at Dungloe. It was organised by
the local 'Town and Development Assoc'
who were kind enough to invite along the
head of the NEB-Nolan—and Dr. P.J.New-
hould (orofBSsorof Rnw!r/xn~-^--»»i

at the New University of Ulster, making a

second guest appeerence. That Newbould's
membership of the Nudear Energy Boafrd

Mon't affect his academic 'neutrallt/ is more
than questionable. That he is also a member
of Friends of the Earth shouMp't surprise us
nor the fact that his NUU rsseerch Interests

ere closely assodatsd with govt pollution

control and chemical aniBlysis-^ich is used

by govt, and industry alike to find the 'acc-

epteble level of pollution' in the economic
interest of the industry concerned, NOT
with the local environment or the local

people. This 'research' seems to have missed

out on all the recent evidence detailing low-

level radiation as extremely dangerous for

workers and neighbours alike. And to say, as

Newbould does, that 'if all the uranium in

the EEC were to be mined, there would only

be 13 related deaths'... is as callous as it is

untrueJ

So the mining companies, the state, the

academics ('with no vested interest') and the

business community fight back.. ..and what
is the local response? The Donegal Uranium
Committee, formed mainly of local, articul-

ate professionals, plan to call upon the Ox-

ford PoliticaJ'Ecology Research Group to

invest^ate the consequences of exploration
and mining in Donegal. They would also"
like very much to be in on an Inter-depart-
mental govt, committee to look into the
health and safety aspects of uranium work.
Any dealings with 'experts' or 'govt, sub-

committees' have many dangers and traps....

not least being the subtle pressures towards
compromise and respectability. It wasn't
experts or govt, committees that informed
the local people so far, and their uses now
are clearly limited. More research or respon-
sable meetings with govt, officials and bur-
eaucrats won't reverse the interests of the
EEC and the Euratom Treaty, (which has
all the say on any uranium within the EEC,
and pays for up to 70% of exploration costs)

...it won't force the minirg companies to
reconsider their profit margins. All of them
already know the dangers Involved, yet don't
care.. .their priorities lie elsewhere. So It

won't be 'experts' who have or will stop the
drilling, harrass the mining companies, and
eventually kick them out of Donegal.. .just

local people who have been ripped-off once
too often. Now's the time for MORE direct
action, against the mining companies, part-

icularly as they intend moving deeper into
Donegal and around the area of Derry.
What is still needed is a mixture of meetins

after meeting, self-education, oounty*wide
education, common-sense, pickets,harrass
nrientand consistent sabotage. It is the only
sure way of making the uranium unworkable
and unprofitable, and to replace the mad-
nesswe have to rely on to get a job.

SHeU

Three people were arrested last Sunday
on the Ormeau Rd. for possession of
'Prison Struggle', paper of the Relatives
Action Committee. They were charged
under Section 1 1 which meant they
could be held for 3 days.
They were 1st brought to Donegal Pass

and held for an hour. Here the two young
men were beaten for refusing to answer
questions other than what the law demands.
They believe they got this attention because
one was a protestant and the other English.
The young woman reoehnd sexual insults

and sectarian threats.

They were then taken to Castlereagh,

seperated up, and subjected to long
periods of interrogation. At the start they
were photographed end fingerprinted,
though this b lllegel without a judge's
warrant.

There were usually 2 (sometimes 3 )

detectives, and the interrogation periods
(about 5 each) lasted from 2 to 5 hourk
with a different te

'

SORROW &
REMORSE

Despte the Southern government's recent

public relations statements about nuclear

power, the EEC continues to push their

'uranium policy'. ---- They
pushing ahead throughout Ireland, paying
up to 70% of exploration costs.

nuclear stations and a rapidly eatp^iMjifw

armaments, industry have mudl need ofit.
It was such secretive EEC maili^nilation
which led to the occupttion of the EECHQ
last Nov. during the summit meeting in Dub
lin.. The trial of the occupieis Is now over
and each got 1 2 months Suspended for 2
years) in the Central Criminu Court A sav-

age sentence. It came about as a result of a
'deal' with the state...plead guilty to Forc-
able Occupation, and the state would drop
Malicious Damage. The occupiers accepted
the 'deal' after deciding that the state legal

apparatus is NOT the place to fig^it them,
and that heavy fines/prison sentences, app-
eals etc. would only soak up eneqy badly
needed elsewhere.

As they uy.^'Accapting thB deal in order
to atcap» th9Judicialobttach race was a
dadthn not aaafy affnad ta In doing so,m n-afftrm thatm do NOT feel that there

waaanything wrong whh v¥hat we did-fm
moial laOer than tactical sense; and will

continue to fight the Irish govt. ~eec uraniuir.

miningpolicy'.
Valuable lessons all round-the tactical dis

advantages of passively getting caught have
been made known to everyone. Just possibly

the posters and leaflets calling for support
in the weeks pre-ceding the trial may have
prompted the 'deal'....perhaps a similar

ILLUSION could help the case of the rem-
aining 2 protestors arrested outside the occ-

upation. They too, need our active, not pas-

sive support! Mutual Aid. There case comes
up soon.

BEC^UtE. litly OF m5 WdRmACE
'rtiLir/\Mcy, LATtR Hi6 PAdJ we

During these sessions the 2 intenfogetun
usualhr saton onesMe of atM. and
the prisoneron the other. The only other
f^miturewBB 2 video camems,

b

was said onee 'Dont take oonsoh
hi them, well beat you up when w

Sometimes one of the interrogators
would stand behind, and scream into
the suspects ear, while the other scream-
ed Into their face. There was the contin-
ual fear that the one behind would
resort to physical attack. This proved
the most frightening tactic, and was
dropped only when the suspect would

satiafaetorily. So when the

lininf

enswemiTn tlw same vein to pr«^

There was the continual carrot and
itieic alternation, from vicious verbal

attack and threats {you\re in here for

7 days and then Crumlin prison for

9 months'), to the disconcerting

expression of concern for you and
your family's safety.

Each of the 3 was totally Isolated

(except when twice they tried to trick

them by bringing them together when
they thought they gave them different

Information). All rooms were white, with
no windows, and it was difficult to tell

day from night. The cells with bed and
chair chained to the floor, and the

Interrogation rooms were hot and stuffy,

with the pipes tumed on all the time.

For the day and a half they were held
the interrogators tried to er>gage them
in political conversation and set traps

for them eg. If you campaign against

the conditions in prisons, support the
protests, sell papers, then you politic-

ally agree with the organisations of the

prisoners, and so are a Provo or whatever.
A micrcosm of the states polarisation -
you either support it or are a terrorist

The seperation of the 3 also meant the

interrogators couki claim that the others
had Implicated the 3rd in the statement

Finally a couple of bits of advice. Say as

little as possible, but if you have to ans%tfer

(eg. during a 4 hour barrage of them bawl-
in your face, its difficult not to answer
back) then restrict your answers to what
involves you.

After every interview you shouM make
complaint to the inspector, who'se

usually in the corridor, about the mental
as well as physical torture you've received.

luKtly, don't get caughtl



NUJ: CENSORSHIP
This years National Union of Journalists oonfer-
•nca was held in Portrush. The holding of conf-
•ranees by the sea is tradltionai because of the
•canary and claar air, but in the context of N.I.

•too a way of keeping people.who are paid to be
Inquisitiveirawav from the blemishes. It provided

• PMMful backdrop to the mayor of Coleraine's
tMlcoming speech to the delegates;'N.I. isretum-
ing to nomrwlity" and even more boMly/The
R.U.C. are internationally respeeiMr'(by Mho?
Chile? South Africa?)
The delegates were also bussed to Dairy Guil-

dhall for a recaption with its mayor.and on Sat-
uiday oh«n a FREE banqun at the Northern
Oountiaa by tha Ch«nb«rof Comerce.
But there is a small number of journaliste who

ra begining to question the censorship of news
from N. Ireland. They heckled the Mayor of
Ooleraine, picketed the banquet.and draped a.,

banner "Smash H. Block" over the balcony of
the conference hall. The Belfast branch replied
by puting up their own "Support Law and Ord-
er" which was renrK)ved"after a heated exchange
(as they say in the press). This was the firtt time
that such inroHls VMra niKte in to NUJ oomptah

Jjjcy •bout th^ OMwordUp of infbrmMion horn

Another illustration is the 2 motions passed-59
* 60.

This ADM demands an end to the continued operation of
direct and indirect censorship of reporting of the war in
Ireland and calls on the NEC to combat this censorship. In
particular ADM calls upon the NEC to:

(i) Campaien for open access by journalists to prisoners
'on the Blanket' in the H-Wock, Long Kcsh. so that
NUJ members can report on the conditions there. A
report to be published in The Journalist.

(ii) Publicise in The Journalist, and other media, all

mddehts ofcensorship in connection with the war in

Ireland.

(ifi) Oppose any moves to restrict access by journalists to
rqxesenfiitives . of the Prowiaai^ Sinn Feinn.
Ptoyswnal Irish Republican Ainy. Irith Republican
Socialist Party. Irish National Uberation Army and
any other organisation.

ADM is appalled at the threat to press hfrcdom faiherent in

recent attacks on NUJ members, in partkrular the
"Panorama" team hivoived hi the "Carrickmorc*' faidilcat.

Itsyyomtheiim^bJ^bytheB^^

(a) The consiatent lUfan of the Board oTGovcnon of the
BBC to defend theh- Journalists in the face of political

attack.

(b) The irrteponsible behaviour of politicians who nude
unfounded statements about NUJ members without
adequate investigation of the facts or any subsequent
apology.

(c) The unprofessional behaviour of certain national
newspapers and agencies for their biased and
distorted reporting and comment.

ADM is of the strong opinion that a(l those hysterical
reactions put at risii the lives of all NUJ members
working in Northern Ireland and 2rtm Freedom
generally. ADM Instructs the NEC to Ismm clear
guidelines to aH Chapcb sctthig oat the datjr owed by
Joaraallsts to their colleagncs and to'oabiascd reporting
and coauMBi and to taic every stef to dMorc thai
fMlwr nctiwi or iMa awrt is llnily SmK with under

Des Keane
Anardilst Comrade Des Keane received

8 years in the Dublin Special Court.

The Special Court like the Diplock Court
has no jury and depends on police perjury,

beatings etc. to win convictions.

Des who was always active on prisoners

issues and has already spent 5 years in the

Curragh Military Detention Centre was
found guilty on an attempted larceny charge.

His Barrister pointed out how Des was
hounded out of two jobs one in the

Dept. of Agriculture and one in the Post

Office, because he appeared on an R.T.E.

programme dealing with the conditions

of civilians in the Curragh., he also pointed

out the difficulties prisoners have in

securing jobs outside.

Judges don't take these things into account

and the Special Branch were pleased with

their dirty work in the name of Juitioe.

Afuther motion was prevented from being de-
bated by the NEC putting it down on the list,

knowing there wouM be no time for it.

For the 1 st time also at a oonfafanoa a sapof-
ate meeting was hekl by Chartar (the ranic and
file NUJ group) on how censorship works and
how to challenge it.

Danny Morrison from Republican News related
the story of how their writers had been arrested
and heW for six months before being released,
and the destruction and theft by the Brits of the
papers,equiprnent,typwriters,files etc
E Mc Cann, in spite of his job as news editor

of the sexist and trivialising Sunday Wourld.gave
a useful account of how journalists working
here practice self censorship. They write what
they know the editors won't kick up a stink
about.This means heavy relying on the army and
RUC press statements. An example of how they
write a good story(the latter being the operative
word)happened the day of the AireryNeave
escape (from this world).

The Daily Mirror reporter in N.I. was having
a drink in the Blackthorn Pub in Belfast when
the news flash of Neave's death came on the
tele. The reporter, who hadn't baan hi contact
with his head office that day, panielcad.
He needed an angle, and so asksd his drunken
companion - E. McCann
"why would they have done that?''McCann
gested/To get the Tories a sumpathy vote"
(it was almost election time). Immediately
the Mirrors hack was on the phone to head
office. And next day the headlines ran -

"we'll blast the Tories to Power - Proves".
They even claim to have had a statement
to that affwt (tho in fact it was the INLAU
Whan aikad latM- If ho fait a fool, tha laply
was "H was a good story on the Day"!
More serious was the account by a Thameslda

(Manchester) NUJ member, who relatsid
how that branch had worked very hard to
expose coverage (a lack of it) on Ireland
both in the union and the Trades Council,
the latter successfully. It included an invitation
to a member of IRSP to speak. Immediately
the local press began a smear campaign with
such headlines as "Terror Talk" and "The
pro-IRA IRSP"(I) Shortly aftenwards the
fascist N.F. organised a nyrch through the

ladSt^^ncil

stand. There is now a compaign to reaffiliate,
and as part of this and their broader work,
the branch has organised a conference on
Ireland for June 7th in Thameside. ("War?
What War?" A lOp pamphlet on censorship
in Oxford and Thameside available from
Just Books).

Being a trade union , there was much talk
of how to challenge the present set up of the
media barons (private and state) who own and
control the means of mass communication,
rather than attempt to bypass these and set
up our own means. While it is important to
expose and challenge the censorship in the
"gutter press", it also necessary, if we want to
overcome them completely, to start
preparing and operating media under our own
control. After all people are journalists, not
because they want to make information
available to all, but primarily because they
are paid money.

CUBA
'Scum, parasites, criminals, lumpen, hom-

osexual' - these are the (Xiban embassy's
(London) descriptions of those now leaving
the 'Paradise Island' for any country that
will take them. Florida, USA, has one of
the largest emigre Cuban populations, and
is the nearest country, which explains why
most of them are heading there.

Anything that will appear to harm the im-
age of Communist Cuba, will only but help
the image of Capitalist USA. It is even seen
to 'care', despite its record of exploitation

and harassment of legal and illegal immigr-
ants from other Spanish speaking Central

American states, such as Mexico and Puerto
Rica The recent Nack riots in Miami

demonstrate the inherent racism ofUS
society.

But has Carter fallen for a Castro tnck
(one from which it had no choice^ and ^iiy
have so many wanted to, and been able to^
leave - an average last week of3»O0O t di^,
with a final figure of 200,000?

First of all its been near^ impossible to
leave CXiba for most people vantfaig to, eiXO>

ept for a similar exit in 1965 S
*

"

"" **

in 1 973 of 250,000. Until that is, last fiutei.
The guards from the Feiuvian embassy in

Havanna were removed, and a van with a
loudspeaker toured the streets announcing
the fact. Within a fewd^ 10,000 people
were crammed into the embassy grounds
looking for visas. Then more recently Oastro
announced that peotde were free to leave by
boat, which led to the present stream of
small craft into WaojL

It appeared to be a gift to the Western
capitalist press, but few realised that its the
thought that counts.

Since the revolution, Fidel Castro has be-
come the 'Lider Maximo' and the Commun-
ist Party the administrative arm of his one
party state. Through the militarisation of
daily life, down to the schools; economic
austerity, for reasons of state profit; and a
patriarchal sexual morality, he has run the
country as a military dictator. The only
method of resistance has been non-cooper-

and passivity. Anything ebe
to fanprisonment

Evidence of this apathy came to light last

year when it was announced (for the first

time during his regime) that those who
wished to stand for the local council elect-

ions did not have to belong to the Comm-
unist Party. It was obvious that not enough
people were voting.

And lo and behold during the recent
"crisis" large crowds of demonstrators
gathered outside the embassy grounds and
ports chanting the glories of the regime, anc
and the 'criminal nature'of those wanting
leave it. So, as in Iran, a clever move to mot-
ivate support, and distract attention away
from internal problems (in this cas6 the
disasterous economic planning where even
basics are rationed) has been engineered.

There is a strong ideological conflict
between Cuba and the U.S.A. Many visiting
emigres appear wealthy and free, compared
to the meagre and strict lifestyle of Cubans.
Castro has gambled on regaining support
for his "revolutionary" regime, at me
expense of a political gain for Carter, viboat
foreign policies could well do with a patch-
ing up! Most of those in the middle who
have escaped the prison island, are not yet
bothered about the second class citizenshfo
they face in the U.S. And those left behind
having shown their faces, will not be
forgiven!

Continued from outside covar

when they stole from George Martin McGndy a time in his life

which is of great importance to him. TWsconvenienceby the app-

aratus of Law and Order must not be allowed to passjunnoticed

and without protest There are ahead^ too many McGnd/s

locked away in the jails and prison camps in this country. And if
we on the outside brush it aside as if it has nothing to do with us
then we are just as repressive as the courts, police and prisons. The
call for justice and liberty must be intensified and proloneed.
ALLPRISONERS MUST BE RELEASED!
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HMpoVERNMENT WARNWG "al at home must go to *e faKout room and stavnsKle ttie iner refuge, keeping the radio tuned for government advice and instructions'
Governments work in strange and mystify-
ing ways, of that there is no doubt. They
feed us THEIR propaganda, we believe what
THEY want us to believe, rather than what
is ACTUALLY going on. Take the new cold-
war we suddenly wake up to one morning...
The aggressive, menacing, Soviet invasion of
poor, defenceless Afghanistan is the cause,
we are dutifully informed day after day.Not
quite true... but we need to penetrate the
lies and ideology of our Western government^
the views they express day after day, the
bombardment of essentially false informatio .

n, to get at what is actually going on.
And the truth is quite simple. ..the so-called

capitalist recession gets worse.. .the ability
of multi-nationals to produce more and monj
to make profits through our consumption
and energy, is having a temporary (?) relapse,
state welfare spending gets cut, industrial
'leaders' rationalise the work-force (i.e. more
exacting, dull, repetitive work,more robot-
isation,....the technical fix)... but amid it all

we have an expanding and booming armam-
ents industr>'!!Hard to understand, hard to
accept, but governments wrap it up well
with a barrage of deceiving propaganda abou-
t Soviet might, Soviet agression, the need for

•defence'(!) etc. etc.No matter that the
aggressor on the world stage is the US-led
NATO forces, with the Soviet military lead-
ership a frightened, paranoid, and dangerous
REACTOR to the 'Western Alliance'. (That
doesn't, of course, either excuse or justify
what the Soviet militarists are getting up to.,

it's merely putting them in their proper con-
text).

It is the armaments industry, the product-
ion of useless destruction, which is the linch
pin of the industrialised economies. That,
more than anything else, consumes our
energy; it is armaments, more than anything
else, where governments must deceive us.
And it is NOT the theory of 'mutual destru-
ction' (whereby each leadership is deterred
from warfare as all would be wiped out) that
is being considered... but a clear US-Nato
strategy to win a nuclear war. For us to pea-
ceably accept, and not question the horrific
consequences of that, the full might of their
propaganda machine is brought to the fore..

?and, as discussed later, they have a very use-

ful, secret military/civilian back-up system I

Vi£/6E: Go rq^
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for times of emergency, and should there be
any internal dissent).

It is indeed incredible that we are being led
to believe that the 540 medium and long-
range nuclear missiles (capable of destroying
huge chunks of European Russia) that are
being financed and donated to their Europ-
ean allies by the US, are for OUR peace and
defence. That is what we are repeatedly told.
These nuclear missiles (160 of them for Brit-
ain) start arriving from September onwards,
and only the US-Nato bosses (and the US
National Security Council led by mad-man
Z.Brezinski of the Trilateral fame)know wh-
ere they will be based. They are vital to US
militarist thinking, and the'US armaments
economy... they are NOT for defence!

US-Nato have come up with a neat nuclear
strategv- for 'winning the war'.. and it's so
simple Europe becomes the battlefield,
the theatre, where the superior cruise and
pershing 11 missiles can battle it out with
the new Soviet SS20 missiles the US does
not even get touched, Europe gets devastate-
d, and the long-range MX missiles planned
for the Utah and Navada(by 1987) haven't
even been used! The US-Nato strategy is

based on winning this first strike; it leads to
a devastated Europe, many casualties in W.
Russia, but NO casualties whatsoever on
American soil! ! Ven,' clever.
The decision to place the cruise missiles in

Europe was officially announced in Dec.
1979, two weeks before the Soviet-military
invasion of Afghanistan, (and 3 davs before
a US-Nato statement said that the 1980's
were to be a decade of arms control !!).The
invasion is an attempt at consolidating the
ineffectual communist government which
already existed there. They were attempting
to crush all resistance to Soviet communism
something the local communist government
were having remarkably little success with.
The proud, independent Afghani tribes have
resisted the British interests, Pakistan, Iran,
and now the Soviet Union. However it was
the US-Nato decision on the cruise missiles
which finally prompted the Soviet tanks....
and NOT the grand world-control scares as
pumped out by W. governments and their
obedient media. Such propaganda aims at
concealing THEIR war strategy! For That-
cher and CO. to go on about retaiitory meas-
ures by boycotting the Olympics is sheer

hypocracy-fuck the lot of them, Olympics
and all!-our support goes to those fighting
the military elites on ALL sides.

Meanwhile, the British government, along-
side their grovelling acceptance of the US-
Nato 'defence gift' (costing f2,500m... .a
real boost for the California arms industry;
tfte British contribution a mere f10m )
are secertly spending f1000m. on restoring
their out-dat^d POLARIS 'independent

^

n^l^i7!"^ ;-u
^''^^ relatively useless does

\^ wi"h^T^"'* armaments indu-
try which is the number one priority for

^i^l ^ ^'^^^ °" lame-
nts, than to build houses, hospitals, or
nurseries.

War jingoim keeps capitalism ticking over;

as the Brit army regiments practice chem-
ical and biological warfare at Porton Down
in England, the armaments manufacturers
sell the equipment to their Nato allies - The
squaddies, of course, are just badly paid
sales representatives with very dangerous
working conditions!!
Even though the military war-theatre is

Europe, the govt., military elite, and top
civil servants will not suffer... they have their
own personalised defences. As they tell us
to hide behind brown paper bags, their dou-
ble-talk and double-think encourages us to
believe in civil defence but that^s just an-
other term for 'military-govt. defences',with
a police-military leadership. Throughout
england, Scotland, Wales and Ireland, there
are a series of underground control centres,
(the Armed Forces HQ they are called; one
of them is below a dole office in Hereford!)
with a further series of underground shelten
for the govt, and top civil servants;and yef
another series of shelters for more localised
management and control in times of nucleai
war or revolutionary unrest. (There are 20
such bases in S.Ireland ; there is also one in
Belfast, below Post Office House.).These
are the plans for a military take-over in Brit-
ain and Ireland should there be a European
nuclear war!
The governments have made their plans,

built their defences, are installing their wea-
pons... .that it is called civil defence.global
peace, or deterrence is just another lie. That
our opposition to their madness just aids
the Russians is NOT the issue.. ..those resist-
ing militarism anywhere are our allies.

Look out. look out;

There's a soft cop about.

Expose the bums
Make them run

Back to their masters
Where they belong!

contd. from pi

Committee structures as they exist now,
as a real power for the working class to
gain control of their own lives only serve
to confuse and dissipate the energy of
people. When we elect people onto these
committees as potential leaders (though
they are not necessarily elected because of
their expertise, knowledge or skills but
usually on the basis that they are are well
liked, public speakers, or power figures.)

we encourage ourselves to lose sight of our
own insights and power. We project our
potential qualities onto others instead of
developing them ourselves. Committees,
once they have been set up rarely call on
the support or involvement of people.
Unless we all get actively involved no
real change can come about.

JUSTANOTHER?^
The case of 19 year old Martin McGrady is but one example of how
judges, lawyers and police can conspire to erode the few legal rights
we do have in this part of the "free" world.
For anyone to face the monolithic legal machinery in this country.
North or South is a mammoth task. Being arrested, held in custody
hassleemg to get the "services" of a half decent soUcotor and barr-

' ister, appearing in court, entering a plea and then waiting the out-
come of your case, wliich many times turns out to be a custodial

.
sentence are coming to experience. This is especially true for
youngsters without jobs and who just don't stand a chance against
the forces of "Law and Order"

Should the courts, police and prisons be allowed to carry on their
msidious practices without as much as a squeak from the general
public? The obvious answer is NO!
On the 14th June 1979 young McGrady was held by, then beaten
up and released by an official IRA punishment squad. On returning
home Mc Gradv-earned that the RUG was looking to Uft him in
connection with a hold-up earlier in the same day. Consequently
Mc Gradyturned himself in and was deUvered to Castlereagh interr-
ogation centre. After almost a year of being held on remand his
trial ended on the 15th May The total evedence against McGrady
is contained in the foUowing extracts from the Belfast Telegraph:
"The judge said he decided the case on the accuse's verbal admiss-
ions during police interviews at Castlereagh when he was alleged to
have said "I done the thing"
"Defence Counsel admitted McGrady was a juvenile and criminal
nuisance and that he had a very anti-authoritarian disposition"pe main poUce witness under cross examination said:
"There is no real evidence to say what his part was"
Although young McGrady pleaded not guUty and the evidence
against him was less than circumstancial he was sent to prison for
seven years. How shallow in principle and idealism are the three
protagamsts, the judge, defence councel and police dective that
between them they trampled justice and liberty into the ground

contd. p3
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INSIDE ARMAGH PRISON

WHO GUARDS THE GUARDS?
Margaretta D'Arcy and Liz Lagrua
have now spent one month on the
'dirt protest' in Armagh jail. They
refused to pay fines after being
arrested during a picket outside

Armagh jail. They were sent to

prison, By going to prison they will

maintain the right to picket

Armagh jail

show solidarity with the thirty in-

side who are on a no-wash protest
for political status

help break the isolation and censor-

ship surrounding this protest.

The following article is based on the first

monthly visit of Margaretta, who
incidently is the only Southern Citizen in

'

the North's jails;

The most -striking aspect of Armagh Pris-

ons A-Wing (where 32 protestors are) is

the prisoner's vuhierability. They are surr-
ounded by men - the male screws; the
doctor, the six prisoners from Crumlin
Road (who are replacing the usual two
who do odd jobs) and of course Scott,
the prison governor. The frightening aspect
of this is the lack of control of the screws,
Scott either turns a blind eye to, or
encourages, the intimidation.

As for the N.I. Office and Westminister,
they want the protest defeated, and give
the prison governor sufficient freedom
to achieve that. Margaretta D'Arcy, after
her first week on the protest, went so far
as to say she had the feeling that male
screws could come into their cells, rape
and then hang the women without being
able to stop them.

Although only the women screws have
keys they are often accompanied by the
men on thier wing duties, and constantly
threaten violence using the men..

Continued on inside of next page

When I heard the single from CRASS and
the POISON GIRLS, and read the sleeve

notes, and laughed at the poster, and wore
the badges, I thought. ...this is great...a real

contribution towards a revolutionary
anarchist culture full of force, energy,
clarity, and regeneration.

The music approaches a new form with
which to carry the anarchist content. It

conjures up the nofion of an explosive,

dynamic, theatrical performance. The
total effect of the music is shattering. The
sleeve-notes aren't your usual buU-sWt
about the personalitieein the group.

Instead,they explain the Persons Unknown
case (about how the state tried unsuccess-
fully to put several anarchists behind bars)
what anarchism is about, the address of
your local anarchist group, and the lyrics
of the songs.

Southern studios, poison girls, crass, and
crass records have charged nothing for the
production of the record. And Rou^
Trade are distributing it at cost, which
means that apart from the cut that the
record shops take, all the money goes
towards the setting up of an anarchist
centre in London. Single available from
Good Vibes, Just Books or send to Rough
Trade, 202 Kensington Park Road,
London only 70p. Get one quick!

I read the two issues you sent us and
was pleasantly surprised. There were some
articles and commentaries I really liked.

Your paper looks like it could be sold at

any newstand. I also have the feeling that

you write for a very large public.

R.F. for the Free Socialist (Amsterdam).

On a different line 'their' drug laws and
education KILL drug users especially

young or inexperienced drug users.

Because they treat dope, mushrooms, etc.

as the same as smack and downers, and
other chemical shit , people who don't
know about drugs see no real difference

between them. So some kid turns on to

dope—great—next week he/she can't find
any dope hot someone offers them some
otherjunk. The kid says.. 'Dope was nice
and didn't do me any harm, therefore

this stuff won't do me any harm'. As a
result, all the recent deaths among Dublin
teenagers from ODX and a frighteningly

high rate of smack addiction among young
folk here.

Billy (Dublin).

What's the situation like now between
anarchists and marxisMeninists? It's a

pity the labels couldn't be set aside for a

few years- after all, the other side can
come together when THEIR interests are

threatened. I don't know much about
anarchism, but it would be close enough
to my way of thinking on giving power to
every section of the community. ...self-

reliance must be the answer.
E.G. Portiaoise Jail.

I'm delighted to hear that so much literat-

ure is being turned out at the moment,
but I haven't seen any of it, and am un-
likely to.

N. Murray... Curragh Military Detention
Centre, Curragh, Co. Kildare.

A possible and practical notion for solving

the 'so-called' housing situation. ..destroy

all the records in all the estate agents
offices.. ..overnight they end up not know-
ing who owns what. Then move into these
empty houses en masse.

G.Fawkes (Belfast).

Excellent value at 5p...and,if as promised
it appears at least monthly, it will be an
important addition to the anarchist press.
(Peace News, Nottingham).

Myself, I've been waiting years for a papei
to sus out exactly the right length for
itself. If more papers concentrated on
making every page as interesting as yours,
they'd not only save a lot ofpaper, but
they might be something to look forward
to.

D.C. (Rising Free, London).
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Referring to the origins of the no-wash
protest, Margaretta stated that the beatings

by male screws on February 7th were de-

liberately set up. Scott and the screws

knew a long time beforehand that there

were uniforms in the cells, but used this

as an excuse to draft the screws from
Long Kesh, in full riot gear, to attack the

women. The snooker cues in the common
room had been previously removed to

ensure the womens' defencelessness.

The attack, and subsequent 3 day denial

- of washing and toilet facilities, provoked
tifc women on to the no-wash protest.

iK^iidi must have been anticipated by the

au^iities. Ills interesting to note that

the scte¥« at that time were claiming for

more msaByrV^s^'mi& siibsequentj^

realised witii tbe extra duties and worse
"working conditions"

In a similar way, the screws know and
accept that there are always some cig-

arettes (of the thin roll-your-own variety)

in the cells. But every so often they use
them as an excuse to raid the cells and
beat the women.

When describing the present conditions

(which are now on a par With the H-Blocks)
Margaretta referred to them as trying to

get used to a different world. Everyone's
previous standards and values had to be
discarded. Most of the women are pale

and losing weight. Many of them are

seriously ill, (especially Maria McQenagran
Dolores Price, and Pauline McLaughlin)

Tlie doctor is not so much mahcious as

incompetent. The previous doctor em-
ployed in Armagh, had been accused of
medical malpractice with drugs, and the

present one is alcoholic. Whether con-
sciously malicious or not, tbe lesult in
suffering is the same.

During the summer weather the condit-

ions are exacerbated by the abundance of
Hies..The food usually bland, is shared

with the flies which have just left the
shit covered walls. Greenflies are

found on the lettuce and a dead rat was
recently seen lying outside a ceil door.

The germs which these creatures carry

are being passed on to the prisoners. Some

JOINT PATROL

Following recent revelations in Outta

Control and Liberation {Pan's) about
Haughey's drug-smuggling involvement^

the Customs & Excise Service are also

beginning to "spill the beans".

speecft

favoured

Our

However this bunch of kill-joys are more
concerned with improving their image
and increasing theirpower , than with
exposing the hypocracy of the regime
which puts people in prison for possession

of drugs which they supply! Unfortunately

"drugs being imported into, and through
this country literally by the ton"'is not
helping Belfast street prices currently at

£80 an oz. for imported hash!

of the women have lost all taste and sur-
vive on bread andjam.

Although not as tangible there is an insid-

ious effect on the personality. Apart from
the conditions of protest wliich the
women were forced on to-smell dirt,

urine, shit, there is the continual
intimidation, threatened and real, with
insults, degradation, and the pushing and
shoving.

This causes dehumanisation and a weak-
ening of self-confidence, The womens
personaliti s are being attacked, and they
are being conditioned to accept a state of
affairs which normally they wouldn't. It is

only expected that people try to live with
adverse conditions to maintain their sanit>
These women, Margaretta said, should
not have been forced to such an extreme
in their demand for political status.

It is vital that pressure be brought to bear
on the N!I.Office on who "guards the
guards" Demands should be made to

allow wing visits by relatives, trade unions,
joumalists, civil rights groups etc. A pre-
cedent has been set by the Belfast Tele-
graph reporter (Sandra Chapman, who
wrote a full page of what must be the
most deceitful and opportunistic journal-
ism - second only to UTV's Gary Gillespie

on Counterpoints coverage of the H-Block
Blocks) T.P.Coogan, editor of the Irish

Times got in two weeks ago (the food
improved on that occasion). However
he was not collecting information for his
paper but for a book which caused Liz
Lagrua, in one of her letters, to accuse
him of making money out of suffering.

So other groups, especially the N.UJ.
should now put pressure on the N.LOffice.

Why have not the Writers Union and
the Irish Playwrites Association, to both
of which Margaretta belongs, taken up
their members case publicily? Has their

ink dried up?

readers should send cards to Margaret
Nugent whose birthday is on 28th June,
Shirley Devlin whose 3 years on the pro-
test^ on the same day and Margaretta
D'Arcy won't mind a belated "Happy
Returns" for June 14th last.

Fuck the Lyrics
Theatre is 'the spectacle of the bourgeoisfe
or so you'd imagine judging by the theat-
rical offerings in Belfast. One hopeful sign

has been what was known as the 'young
Lyric', a group of young actors interested

'

in developing their theatre not to ignore
the reality around them. They performed
the amazing 'Marat/Sade' in their Crom-
well Rd. theatre. Unfortunately their

director/dictator/father-figure-S.McCreadv

intends putting the play on in the Lyric-
the spectacle chamber! To date, two of
the large cast have refused to bend, and
won't be in on the performance.
Presumably neither will the original

ending of the play, where all the inmates
of the mental institution (where the play
takes place) escape, run amok amongst
the audience, only to be blugeoned by j

the guards. The Lyric is NOT the place
for a touch of realism.! Radical theatre
in Belfast must wait a while longer.

RIPIH>FF
Whether we hke it or not, we all live in
a class society. Theie ate those wfao^have,
and those who have not..theieai» those
who give the ordeis, and il}^*s those
who are expected to follow.

And there's property.
A lot for the few, the rest for the many....
but more and more, it becomes tiie basis

of our very existence. Own, buy, consume
as compensation for the daily grind.

Everything is there we are told we need,
IF we have the money to 'buy' it. So to
rip-off the rich to fulfill our needs is one
conscious reaction. Riping-off those who
CANNOT afford it is another reaction.lt

is an anti-social act, it is the instinct of the
rich, a product of their culture, not ours!
A short while bacTc, the 'prisoners box'

(with about £20 m coins) was ripped-off
from Just Books. Money collected goes
towards the cost of sending books to any
prisoner who can ask. Just Books are ask-
ing for donations of free second-hand

'

books so that this can continue and groW.

Support nurses' actions
There are about 450,000 nurses and mid-

wives throughout Bntain^fwid^N^lreiand,

represented by4 imioiM^^irThursday
May 29th the Thatdierite government
told a delegation of nurses representatives

that they would get "not a penny more"
than a 14% pay increase.

For too long the governments and the

National Health Hierarchy have used and

abused nurses. They show a total dis-

regard for those very caring people who
decided to take up nursing. Long after

the doctor has dealt with the patient, it

is the nurses who provide the support and

comfort necessary for recovery. How
many miners, power workers, dockers,

drivers etc., have received attention from
nurses at various times in their working

lives and yet gone on to forget all about

it? If there was the solidarity in the labour

movement which there is meant to be,

then the various unions with industrial

clout would have come out in support of

the nurses claims long ago. Instead of

solidarity there has been on many occas-

ions a pursuit of selfish sectional interests

which was partly responsible for the

"Day of Inaction" on May 14th.

In the struggle against the Thatcherite gov-

ernment the nurses will need all the supp-
ort they can muster to win their claim. In

pursuit of their aims they will initiate

strikes, go-slows etc., which in this pres-

ent economic/political climate is totally

justified. To put the nyrses down the state will

'

use polarised journalists, reporters and
other media people in their service to

inundate people with large amounts of
anti/nurse/anti-women propaganda. In

the forefront of this pro-g<^eii:nment

campaign we will find their reactionary

tabloids, the Sun, Star, and the Mirror.

Remember the appalling coverage they
gave the power workers, ambulance
drivers and hospital ancillary workers
when they went on strike? i

So more than ever they will need the suppi=;

ort of the general public. Don't stand on
'

the sidelines, give the nurses all the o

support and solidarity you can and help

them make the hospitals and the health ;

service something worth having even in ^
this rotten society. Sitting doing nothing

is cynical and pathetia Doing something 1

we iearh lessons, raise oon$clousoMS«rid go;j

forward. »

I]



Unlike Sir Maurice, Sir
Brooks is a married man with
a family, but the Northern Ire-

land Office was mt making de-
tails public — as a security
precaution.

-Guard/an.

But courtesy of Outta Control.....

ICHARDS. Sir (Fnncii) Brooks, KCMG 1976 (CMG 1963)

•tS ^orf ^ Deputy Secretmry. Cabinet Office, jince

2_ 978 b 18 Jul) 1918; s of frmnci. Bartlett Riclurds; m 1941.^ Hazel Myfanwy. d of Lt Col Sunley Price Willi«n«, CIE: one s

J I:'"' ^ £doc- Sto*f School; Magdalene Colle|e. Cambridlie-
•jSST Served with RN. 1939^ (L.eut-Comdr RNVR)HM Emb^:

Pans. 1944-48. Athens. 1952-54; Firjt Sec. and Head of
0 jfc. Chancery. Political Residency. Peniian Gulf. 1954-57; AssiMani

"~^*5:5 fnvate Secretarv to Foreign Secretary. 1958-59; Counsellor

^ 'Infonnaiion). HM Emba»y, Pan*. 1939-64- Head of

» iP''?r°'**7Lr**'£a; "^5- "nd of Ji Inf Policy and

9 P-S^^y* SSP- 1W-^: seconded to Cabinet Omo.
aLS'^i'^=«"*i M*"?^'-^^^ 1969.71; HM Ambowtor.

I : UgMMi dTlMiinir and Crou de Oucm (FraiweX 1944.

Gay Sii)versK/es
s

June 21-29th. is Gay Pride week. Some

ne 1^1 lays in the South will be fighting court^ battles to challenge the religious/legal

if AAN/Vn which put the state in charge of

what we can do with our bodies.

5 * % Weanwhile, some gays in the North are

3 ^ attempting to get the European Court to

L i
recognise the sexually repressive nature

. fi^-o of a northern Ireland 'saved from sodomy:
^Ij A unity.

. I"'^ ITnlortuneately a change in the laws won'i

^^11 ^^^^ necessary culture for

,
"^2,^ gay people-all people- to be open and

comfortable with their sexuality...though

it will remove the emotional ami la|al

harrassment so much favonrad by dia
RUCfrom time to time.

A change in the state laws doesn't chall-

enge sexual repression...it only classifies

it Gay ftida is 'subversive', and for once
lha stita has |ot it right!

INTEREST RATES
It seems that every non-profit-making
paper you read is appealing for something
or other.. ..usually money to keep going.

Voluntary donations are the alternative

to the glossy commodity ads that keeps
the capitalist press ticking over.

Outta Control needs some voluntary

donations...Send what you can to

OUTTAGONTROL
c/o 7, IVinetavem Street, Belfast 1.

DEMOCRACY
CHANNELLED
So there we are; we've had our bit of

media democracy for another 20 years.

The Independent Broadcasting Company
duly held its 'public' meeting to fini out
what sort of commercial tatovHion wa
would like made for us.

It was chaired by awfully ntee Lady
Plowden wheeled in direct from London.
We touched our forelocks and felt deeply

afewcopiesof
the IBA are really up to in thahr ooiNO^
sMp of programmes about lntaM^
We abo had a pretty good Mea of what

type of person was there. The 'general

public' consisted of the complete staff of
UTV, 'the ordinary person In the street'

carefully Invited to congratulate the grand
wee job done by UTV, the Northern
Ireland Independent Television made up
mostly of ex-patriots, the advertising reps,

and a large contingent of 'old colonialists'

gathering together to justify their presence

and control over the natives.

Surprisingly, the first question (from a

journalist) asked why the IBA and UTV
censored a programme on torture In N.
Ireland. 'We're not here to answer that

sort of question; out of order, old chap'

replied Lady Pk>wden. if anything, THAT
Is the sort of question they should have
been discussing. But their democratic
game continued with the usual predictable

and boring comments about UTV, and
'couldn't we please mister have more
programmes on adult education, farming,

archeology, Irish games, more rellgk>n,

more brass bands, and please tell us who
killed J.R.?'

Of course the IBA rigged the whole
thing so that there wouM be anything
but genuine criticism of the media; it was
orchestrated to keep ordinary people at

far away as po«tibla...lea«ing a clear field

for those wMi the ftaiaiiclal>moliM to run
and control the media on our behalf but
for their interest

One perMn after the meeting was over
asked Ms friend who was on the IBA Boaid

tonMndthefranchbe
wee the reply

i
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AN ANTI-POEM

Hal^off to Seamus Heaney {& Co.) the Gatiiolic poet Icing,

Privsitely acqub'ed the public skill of leaching o^faers experiences

and suffering,
J

Enough to make him credible, edible, digestable, saleable.

Peering in birti^jrr^

Thi^ w^iri)^a^uStf^i^ Iria^ (deletewhere applicable)

poet.

Just enough to get bye-bye

Middle class - middle aged - middle of the road

Tinged and taunted by the troubles,

Ideas gleamed from the media

"Give an account of yourself,

You've nothin' in common with us!"

CARNSOflES
The third Canuore anthnudear festival

is being planned for August 1 1- 18, again

on 'proposed site' in Co. Wexford
This year, the aim is /esspass/W consump-
tion ofstage(dl music, and moreinvolim-
ment ofALL who turn up. Everyone is

"

in on the act It'll be interesting toaee
how it goes: we could all learn a lot from
each other.

Many people from all over Ireland are

are helping organise Carnsore....but for

some reason some people want to strictly >

control the content of exhibitions and
stalls people want to bring along. This

means excluding stalls like those on con-
traception and H-block who turned up
last time. We, as ANARCHISTS, will be
there and will support friends and com-
rades from other groups, organisations,

and individuals who want to come along

and participate andpropagandise their

parallel struggles.

.*XJ :

HAVE WE WON?
Since the recent change in the S.govemment
perranalities, there appaais 1p be a noticeabi

power. It's only a few months since the for-

mer energy minister-'O'Malley - gave his

weekly outpouring to the gullable press,

saying how nuclear power was a necessity

for our survival(!). Now, the new energy

iministsr-Colley-says there's no rush...may-

be it's a bit dear(and at £1 billion it's the

most expensive piece of state investment

ever!)....maybe industry won't grow as fast

as we all knew it wouldn't anyway...maybe

public opinion should be considered..etc.etc

Why the 'sudden' change in attitude betweer

the old and the new Fianna Fail?

Qearly the activities of the anti-nuclear

movement in every town and village have
been vital...what govt, wants to fi^t an ele-

ction on the issue of nuclear power? It IS a
bit costly too, for the state to undertake,ev^
en with the EEC grants;and costs can but
grow given the slow awakening of the trade
union movements* oppodtkm. But another
reason for Colley*s ennghtenmeat wbkk sh-

ouldn't be ignored is a slight Hiawin the
BECdeter^mitkm to-have^^ommoB, rigid,

energy policy. The heat is off, for now at

any rate,as the EEC bureaucrats realise that
moving too fast towards central european
policies could split up the big business alUaU'

ce. Look at the hassles they're having with
the so-called Common Agriculture Policy....

clearly this is NOT the time to enforce a

common energy policy! (They probably
couldn't anyhow, as the individual capitalist

states wheel and deal to get the best terms
possible from the oil producing countries....

look at the French govt, who are currently

exchanging a nuclear reactor and a uranium
enrichment plant with Mexico in return for

oil however the dream of a centralised

energy grid is still at the back of the minds
of the technical-fix bureaucrats.)

For now it all eases the pressure on P.P.

whose economic policies are enjoying such
short-term disaster. Nuclear power is still in

their heads and must remain so given an ec-

(Miomy based on multi-national companies.

(And inespective of all the current public

relations exercises concerning alternative

energy developments). But the rush is off,

the pressure has lessened,; the govt, and the

businessmen can now choose the time, and
not merely follow an EEC directive!



The uranium exploration going on in Donegal has been well publicised but some-
thing IS going on in the 'North' as weU. It's difficult to get information but onetihmg IS for 8ure...and that is the EEC promotion and financing of uranium prefectsThey recently announced their grant aiding up to 1981, and it includes grarits foruramum exploration in Germany, Italy, Denmark, Scotland, and Ireland Mining
companies are given up to 70% of their exploration costs, under the Euratom Treaty

^anfl'MtT n ''"f
"'^""^ These latest grants include a 70%

f ^^,*<«tals, currently exploiing the 'Newiy and Moume granites' ofS.Down and Armagh., centred around HiUtown and Rathfriland.

.
But who are ULSTER BASE METALS?
Their registered office is given as Omagh
in Co. Tyrone, but UBM is just the north-
ern wing of a group of unscrupulousJrish
businessmen who have prospecting licence
all over Ireland (62 in all). Their speciality
is getting large EEC grants for uranium
exploration,and then edgbig share-prices

-

as high as they will go.

Ulster Base Metals is headed by Patrick
Joseph Hughes, a Dublin shark who is

Indent and Director of Nortihgate, a
large multi-national minii^ comnany, reg-
istered in Canada. ""gMg^tefl^^ftiln
fiddles and corruption, induans a aliecton
chair in Anglo-United (partly owned by
Northgate); Hughes and Anglo- United
Dwn Munster Base Metals whose uranium
drilhng rigs are, at present, operating amid
the opposition of local people in Donegal
Northgate also own Irish Base Metals, and
Hughes is also Chairman and EMrector
here too. It was I.B.M. machinery which
was sabotaged again last month in Donegal
It's no surprise that Hughes and the rest
of the hoods (known as the 'Newry mafia'
and includes such notables as Matt Gilroy,
P.V.McParland, and Pfeter McAleer...the
brother-in-law of D.O'Malley who used to
be the minister responsable for the hand-
ing out of the prospecting licences in the
South)...it's no surprise that they also own

,

Ulster Base Metals. '

SO WHAT ARE THEY UP TO?
Just Uke Donegal, they get a huge grant
from the EEC.they start of with air
surveys to test the air for a slightly higher
radiation content given off if there are
deposits of uranium buried in the rocks.
Then, water, soil, and rock tests,finally
moving in with drilhng rigs to sample the
rocks and see if profits are to be had. No
publicity, and a prospecting Hcence grant-
ed by an ever-v^dlling government with no
regard for the veiy real dangers to the land
and to the people. They promise a few jobs i

but say nothing of the plunder,destruction.
and worry they leave behind in their search
for profits. Radiation is deadly; it causes

|

cancer, and can lie dormant in your body
for many years before its full effects come
out and long after the mining companies
have left !It contaminates the Imd, water,
and people!

The area being explored by UBM stretches

from Castlewellan to Feeny, and from
Katesbridge to Kilkeel. Opposition in

Donegal started when people found out
exactly ¥&iat uranium exploration and
mining means. It's the same battle in Co.
Down!
Another multi-national—SABINA

—

has been exploring the 302 sq. mile
granite block around Fintona ^EC again
providing most of the finances). They
recently reported 'disappointing results',

but their word is not to be trusted.

AiAi opposition to uranium exploration
is also developing in Co. Carlow. A friend
from there writes....

Maugh Ltd., a subsidiary of the French-
government controlled Minatome mining
company have been prospecting for
uranium in the Carlow area since 1977.
These operations are financed 1^ huge
EEC grants.

Apart from the normal environmental
and health hazards connected with the
uranium, the involvement of the French
govemment is particularly worrying
because they are one of the few nuclear
weapons countries who have not signed
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty,
banning the sale of nuclear weapons to
other countries and have, in fact, helped
both Israel and South Africa to reach
nuclear weapons capability. Minatome,
the parent company of Maugh, are involv-
ed in uranium mining in Namibia. This
uranium is, in turn, imported illegally by
the French government for use in its

nuclear power and weapons programmes.
Local people have only now become
aware of Maugh's activities, and the last

few months have seen a growing campaign
opposing the explorations.Pickets,meet-

ings, benefits, to spread the infprmation
about uranium to the local people, the
local farmers.

The Cariow anti-uranium activity is very
much in its infancy, and needs all the help
it cang^t Jnfonnation, literature, advice,
mafeida^^d good wishes to...

GadoW anti-uranium group
c/o 14 Riverside, Carlow, Ireland.

A Letter?

Dear Outta Control,

I've passed the pickets
outside the BBC a couple of times but I

still couldn't blow my horn in support of
strike to bring back the BBC Nl orchestra.
I don't feel that the Nl orchestra or their
music has any relevance to me. They gear
their performances towards the middle-
classes...and don't tell me that the workini
classes aren't interested. 7776/ have
never once went out of their way to create
interest.

/ don't wholesale support every strike
just because it involves the 'worker'. I see
those who decide to work in anti-people
jobs as collaborators with the enemy...
such as prison screws; people who work
in the arms industry; or the security
forces. I would give some sort of critical
support to strikers who work at produc-
ing useless products, and try and create
a situation where they could take control
of their work-place and use the machines
to produce beneficial goods.

Yours Sincerely,

Ernst McNab.

Donegal anti-uranium people are organis-
ing an information and fund-raisingweelt^s
end ...Fri/Sat 27-28th. of June.,all at St.
Brigid'S Hall, Lettermacaward. A Friday
evening gig; Saturday spent with Odo^^
people exchanging ideas arid information: x

with themselves, and with other anti-uran-
ium people from all over Ireland. ...with
another benefit gig. It promises to be «
very useful week-end for those who go
along.

Meanwhile the mining companies are
having a few problems.. .as local and nat-
ional opposition to uranium exploration
continues and grows, the share-prices
drop up and down on the stock-exchange.
They weren't helped by yet another bit
of successful sabotage a few weeks back,
when one of the two drilling rigs operat-
ing was temporarily but well and truely
put out of action. The other is at the top
of a mountain. ..it took the mining coi^^
pany 8 weeks to haul it up there..,

»>d escape from the opposition.. ""^^R
. U^ium exploratiQn^Mr>.i.vx!»o«»..A^^^^P

!0n Saturday, 14th. June, a 2000-strong

march, protesting about the conditions

in H-Block and Armagh, was again pre-

vented from entering the city centre. As
|was said on the platform, the only other

time a march was allowed this 'privilege',

was when the Trade Union Campaign
Against Repression staged a spontaneous
strike and march from West Belfast to

Transport House after the death of bUh
Maguire in Castlereagh RUC station. Will

the next time be, when there is a death
in Armagh or H-Bloek? In contrast,

almost every other demonstration has

been allowed in...the Orange Order, the

Black-men, the Peace People etc
By a massive show of RUC and British

Army strength the marchers were stopped

at College Sq. where after a short but vain

leffort to push their way through, everyom i

I

at the front sat down clapping and chant-

ing 'SS RUC. The tense atmosphere and
' sit-down tactic was reminiscent of the

civil rights days -the difference being the
green armoury backing up the RUC.
After the ritual speeches, when people

were making their way home, the inevit-

able brick and bottle sailed towards the
forces of 'law 'n order'. And judging by
Hiajntomit ff gla»«til^iltijtjli^
the local kids had a go too. Ifyou iMd
panad by Dhris the night before, you'd
hdeRlmd why all the milk-bottles had
been collected. I.ve never seen so many
troops in such a small side-street, and
every single car on the main road

, going

up and down, was stopped and checked.
I'm sure the kids didn't sleep a Mnh; vwth
the excitement of gettiiig tbair own.back
the next day.



The Independent Broadcasting Authority are holding a public meeting in Belfast to hear evidence from
the public about what kind of commercial channel the North should have. The licence to broadcast is

up for grabs. Do we really have much influence In the decision on the type of television we want? What has

Ulster Television's performance been like for the last twenty years? if Ulster Television loses the franchise

who is the next in line?

TELEVISION: WATCHING BIG BROTHER

UTV- Useless TV

And how has Ulster Television fared over

the last twenty years? Ulster Television

has contributed little in the way of

understanding the situation in Northern

Ireland. It has went out of its way to

mystify and ignore events. There are num-
erous instances of Ulster Television

(aided and abetted by the IBA) of
censorship, trivialisation, distortion and
lies about what is happening in the North.

This has been borne out in documents

such as "The British Media in Ireland

—Truth: the first casualty" published by
the Campaign for Free Speech on Ireland,

and "Media Misiepoits on Northern
Ireland" by the Workers Research

Bulletin.

Ulster Television have periodically opted

from the rest of the network from
broadcasting politically sensitive prog-

rammes. All right for the rest of Britain

to watch but they have decided that it is

not for the likes of us.

WE ALLKNOW BROADCASTING IS

BIASED

Any resistance to the status quo is

distorted all the time by the media-

outta control
supplement

Published by the Belfast Anarchist Collective,

C/o 7 Winetavern Street. Belfast

Strikers, anti-nuclear, women issues,

any resistance to Ihe repressive nature of
the State, is usually branded as siding

with the terrorist,- The reason, the

excuse, broadcasters put forward for

consistent mis-reportiog and blatent bias

is the "National hiterest*'. Throughout
television and radio, inside the heads of
men like Brian Young, Chaimian of IBA,
the ideology of '^National Interest*' is

imprinted on his brain.

The idea of the National Interest is that

politicians, Bosses and workers should be
above "sectional" interests. Workers
would work, bosses would take the profit

made for them by the workers and
poUticians would be neutral — no matter

how many shares, directorships and
consultancies to top firms they hold. It

says the govemment has to operate for

the good of everybody, so that workers
who militantly demand more than their

allotted share are acting selfishly, unlike

the bosses who take what they want
anyway.

/n fact the National Interest is just a

subtle way of maintaining things as they
are. The "National Interest" is always,

when it comes down to it, the bosses

interest.

....currently its rurming at about 100%
for bosses, 0% for everyone else!

Ulster Television's understanding ofthe
economy isjobs, jobs, jobs. What Sir

Such and Such says we need to boost
employment. What nice American or
German multi-national companies are
kind enough to set up in local factories,

what govemment grants are or are not
being given to aid employment. Never a
mention ofwho gains, who pockets, who
owns, who controls, who decides what
and where. Its not in the national interest

to think about such things, so UTV
don't!!

* hi the eyes of the TV compa^^ it's

never in the "national interest" for a
strike to be successful. Because for a
strike to bite, it actually has to hurt the

bosses. So TV always reports a strike as

thou^ it is the workers who are to blame
for it, and who are making Ufe difficult

for the "public", histead of it being the

bosses who are to blame, and the workers

using the only weapon they have.

* It's in the "national interest" to supp-

ort law and order. But who decides what
is legal and what is not? The State.

Who decides what is violence? Why does

the television view ofviolence never

include the State? How come the

television can so clearly identify

"terrorists" yrt refgject and favourably

report the violence of transport planners,

the violence of the armed forces, the

violence of the housing authorities?

*It's in the "national interest" to fight

inflation. But who's putting up prices

and inflation?

and so on

HOW TELEVISION KEEPS US
DIVIDED IN OTHER WAYS TOO
*It keeps people quiet and passive for, on
average, three to four hours a day (that's

more time than we go out, spend talking

with our family and fidl^ds, spend on
hobbies or political or social action)

* It maintains a continuous stream of
propaganda aimed at keeping things as

they are and maintaining the values of
a "consumer" society. Most television

people drive E-types and have large, per-

fect middle class houses and families.

""It is used as a selective weapon against

the working class - to break strikes or

sit ins, to confuse and spUt workers at a

critical moment.

* It creates "popular heroes" - takes

working class people away from their

roots, glamorises them and encoun^es
them to sell out

.

* It reinforces the isolation of families,

each with its own TV, trapped within its

own four walls, away from the support
and friendship of a larger community.

THE IDEOLOGY OF BALANCE
Ulster Television say that they balance

programmes. They are obUged to, either

by Royal Charter or TV Act. THE
WHOLE IDEA OF BALANCE IS NON-
SENSE. It's a con, designed to distract

people from the real issues. It makes no
difference whether an SDLP MP is

balanced by a Unionist MP. Neither of

them represent working people anyway.

And what is the point of balancing a

discussion about police or army brutality

once a year when the Professionals and

the Sweeney are telling you every week
what a great job the security forces are

doing? Or the SAS can actually show you
how to kill-live!

THE VERY IDEA of a "balanced

discussion" makes it seem as though on
every issue, there is an SDLP opinion

and a Unionist opinion and the truth

Ues somwhere in the middle which is

"what the TV thinks". It doesn't

square with the fact that the interests of
the State will always be in conflict

with the people.

It make it seem as though every problem
can be solved as long as there are enough
of the right people on telly talking about

it. Its never you or me, its always our

elected representatives. It reinforces the

myth of doing NOTHING ourselves.

ITS A RECIPE FOR INACTION

The out and out right wingers like

Paisley and Co know television is a vital

front for their reactionary fight but they

don't hke the ideologies of National

Interest and Balance, it sounds too

Uberal for them, a bit too egalitarian.

They don't reahse that that is television's

strength. It's television's cloak of respect-

able "neutrality" which makes it such a

persuasive prop^andist for the system
they want to keep.

THEY use our money to invade our
homes every night with their lies and
their distortions.

LOCAL CULTURE IGNORED

Ulster plays or films are rarely made by
Ulster Television to display the vast

resevoir of local talent of writers and

actors. They are forced to emigrate to



find woric One of the Director's

of Ulster Television shortsi£|itedness and

stinginess with money lliey have.Med to

act upon the world wide interest of

programmes on Ireland, its social

problems and its culture. They tell us

about the huge amounts of money
needed to make this or that but they

are more concemed about paying out the

profits to their shareholders at the end of
each year.

Independent fim makers in Ireland never

get a look in and are forced to try and
sell their films abroad.

Local script writers are completely
discouraged when writing plays about the

situation in Ireland. They know from
experience the strict controls they would
have to go through, the Ulster Television

censors diluting any political content so

that it becomes meaningless. Film
directors within Ulster Television have a

built in "self censorship".

Ulster Television has virtually given no
coverage to young people or thdr pulture
except when it conforms to thie^ldeas.

Young pop groups from Ukter, although

successful on the. mainland were met with

initial silence here and forced to emigrate

to gain any recognition. Last ditch attem-

pts like the pathetic Gloria Hunniford

"Good Evening Ulster" do nothing to

convince people they should keep

Ulster Television.

So after twenty years of Ulster Television

the Ucence "to print money" is supposed-

ly up for bids.

WHO IS THE LOCAL OPPOSITION?

Despite the presence of such "front"
personalities in Lord Dunleith consortium
such as James Galway, Mary Peters, Frank
Carson, Phil Coulter etc., what guarantee
do ordinary people have that they will

not get more of the same?

The mam aim of the Northern Ireland

Independent Television is to make a
progt for th^ shareholders (n6t you
or I) which depends on the advertising

revenue. And in the end you can be sure

they will not put on any programmes
whksh might upset the companies who
advertise — their basic concern is with
ratings— BIG audiences make for BIG
advertising revenues make for BIG profits.

This means that sometimes there is a

little more freedom in UTV for programme
makers AS LONG AS THEY GET THE
AUDIENCES — or, ironically because

they get no audience. In addition, the

pressure to get audiences makes for

glossy sUck rubbishy gUb programmes
which support the status quo.

And of course there is the IBA to make
sure that they tow the line!

WHO AND WHAT ARE THE IBA

The Independent Broadcasting Authority

is appointed by the Home Secretary.

The IBA exists to make sure the compan-

ies it licences play the rules. The rules

are laid down in the Television Act of

1954. They state among other things

"3.1 (a) That nothing be included in the

programmes whidbi offend against good

taste or decency or incite to crime or

tead to disorder or to be offensive to

pubUc feeli^ or which contaxDS any

offensive reference to any living person."

Brave, sweeping words. But how is the

pubhc feeling judged to be offended?

What facts are thought of as offensive

reference to a living person? It is up to

the IBA to decide.

Most decisions are taken by Authority

officials, headed by Director General

Brian Young (Eton and King's College

Cambridge, ex head master of Charter-

house, author of a book called

"Intelligent Reading"). They have clear,

often unspoken guidelines. The TV
companies know what is expected of

them, so clashes don't occur very often.

Sir Lew Grade withdrew a fihn on
Michael Collins before the IBA had even

commented. The "national interest"

is protected, programmes maintain

"proper balance in their subject matter**

and society remains as unbalanced and
privilege ridden as ever.

WHOSE REPRESENTATFV^S

Blease was formally the Northern

Ireland Officer of the Irish Congress of

Trade Unions (ICTU) and has been a

leading official in Northem Irish trade

unions for more years than many trade

unionists in the North of Ireland care to
rPmPtwIlAr

|M|ail>l'Bl1IMII»M:jl 'JljiBlllMll

His governorshq) of trade unionist in

Ireland has bora predictable finiits.

Unemployment at three or four times

the "British average", wage rates at less

than two thirds the British average,

strike rates the lowest in the UK and
Catholic unemployment two and a half

times that of the Protestants.

No one could accuse Billy Blease of

having the imagination, the abihty or the

power to be responsible for aU this. But
he had done little to change it or to fight

against it. During his leadership trade

unionism in Northem Ireland has

avoided taking any poUtical position on
the national question of the activities or

the British Army. ^

Such is the record of BUly Blease, with
one omission. Blease is also director of

the Independent Broadcasting Authority,

and the only member of that body who
lives in Northem Ireland. He is looked to

on the IBA as the "Irish expert".

Lord Blease Mr.Christopher

of Cromac Bland

Another director is Tom Carbery, a

former Lt Colonel in the PubHc Relations

directorate of the British Army in India;

there is Christopher Bland who is a

former director in the Government's

Northem Ireland Finance Corporation

and a former officer in the British Army's
Ulster Regiment, the Royal Inniskilhng

I^^ons. and has an mq)Tessive Loya^
bacl^round.

There are the usual bunch of Lords and

Ladies and the whole cabal is headed by
Lady Plowden, former director of

Trust Houses Forte whose union busting

activities have become something of a
legend in right v^dng circles.

SO WHAT DO WE WANT?
WOMEN IN MEDIA
Every day of their lives, women are bom-
barded with unreal and degrading images

of women. In plays they are men's stooges;

in advertising all consuming, perfect com-
panions/wives/mothers or their bodies used

as a sales gimmick; in news programmes
they are ignored or treated with paternal

amusement. Women are rarely shown as

real, thinking, working people and then

their hard won programmes are considered

of 'minority interest', less important than

farming. T.V. is run by middle class males*

to them wcMnen aiie fast pawns in their

power game.

The Womra in Media groupm Belfast try

to communicate women's issue through

using their own media, pamphlets, posters

and video.

For the past two year. Just Books in the

ij^ntre of Belfast, have been operating a
co-operative bookstore. They sell books,

magazines, pamphlets, which are not

generally available through local

bookshops. This Uterature is produced by
groups who have no access to the public

through the mass media because of their

controversial or radical content.

COMMUNITY MEDIA.

For the past few years Community Media

in Belfast have been conducting experi-

ments pioneering the use of video as a

real communicating medium.

They provide the video equipment which

anyone can use to make a TV programme.

They attempt to demystify the process of.

.

maldng a programme by giving ordinary

pec^le the chance to do it for themselves.

Community Media deeply mistrust high

special^ation and see it as a divisive instru-

ment of a society anxious to contain creat-

ive political energies within a safe frame-

work of well-defined catagories and discip>

lines. They think that people's opinions,

thoughts and feelings should find direct

expression and not be restricted or remould-

ed by leaders.

Programmes made are of issues which direct-

ly effect the people making them, and can

be used to stunulate and articulate the

feeling of people within the community.

UTV were approached with a view to

transmitting some of the programmes
made by the communities, llieyjust

didn't want to know. They have never

been willing to experiment in commun-
ity television with communities making
and broadcasting their own programmes.
Such experiments like Charmel 40 in

Milton Keynes and Swindon Viev^oint
and in other towns like Bristol S^ffield,
WeUingborough and Greenwich have been
established for some time now.

What we should be working towards

(not that this is likely to happen from

public meetings with the IBA) is a

decentralised network of groups each

producing their own television, and a free

exchange with each other of imagination,

information and ideas. Ulster Television

are considering having a studio in Derry,

we should be aiming for television

facilities not only in every town In the

North but every commmity. th»
technology Is now availabte to make this

happen. The IBA, UTV, and all the other

television networks are not interested in

developing understanding - we want a

mora ganulMly democratic form of

lodlly originitBd taleviMOiL


